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Are We Encouraging The New
Pharma Entrepreneurs?

R O B W R I G H T Chief Editor

I

n this month’s issue you will find a
feature involving Vivek Ramaswamy,
founder and CEO of Roivant Sciences. I
begin telling the story of the interview
by describing my rumination on two sayings:
“Invest in what you know” and “If it sounds
too good to be true, it probably is.” These
are just a two of the many pieces of wisdom
(probably picked up from my father) that I
have imparted to my two children over the
years. I imagine they would tell you that my
approach to sharing such advice involves an
inordinate amount of repetition. Well, apparently it worked, because during the holidays
both of these now young adults used these
(and other) phrases while sharing about their
recent semester experiences. Now, I will readily admit to taking great delight when hearing
these phrases parroted back and have actually
gotten much better at biting my tongue and
not saying, “I told you so.”
These recent conversations must have been
rolling around in the back of my mind as I
sat waiting to interview Ramaswamy — an
entrepreneur perhaps 25+ years younger than
those I typically interview. At 31 years of age,
Vivek Ramaswamy is (in my opinion) young.
However, being youthful does not by default
imply being unwise. Because, though there
is much to be said for the wisdom one accumulates from having “been there, done that,”
there are also some major benefits to the contrary. Let me explain.
Earlier in the day (prior to meeting with
Ramaswamy), I attended one of the keynote lunches at the 35th Annual J.P. Morgan
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Healthcare Conference in San Francisco.
Randomly picking a table near the back of
the room, I struck up a conversation with the
person seated next to me. Nicolas Roelofs,
Ph.D., introduced himself as a serial corporate
board member. During our discussion, I told
him about one of the projects I was currently
working on (i.e., the “Journey To The Board
Room” series, Part 2 of which can be found
on p. 22 of this issue), and soon we exchanged
business cards. As we chatted about the differences between corporate board service and
working as a company executive (something
the former Agilent SVP now serving on about
seven different corporate boards should
know a thing or two about), Roelofs shared
a rather profound insight. As a board member he noted there is a significant difference
between working with a founder of a startup
who is young versus one a bit older. According
to Roelofs, board members, and perhaps even
investors for that matter, are more likely to
support those founders with a great idea who
may be a bit less seasoned, for they have much
less understanding of the mountain they are
about to climb.
In support of Roelofs’ supposition, many of
the company founders I’ve spoken with often
admit that had they known how difficult
starting a biopharmaceutical company would
be, they would have likely never embarked
on the journey in the first place. So rather
than burden such budding entrepreneurs
as Ramaswamy with skepticism and doubt
cloaked in “words of wisdom,” maybe we
could be a bit more encouraging. L
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Q

What are some common mistakes to avoid
when fundraising for a biopharma or med
device startup?

A WHILE THERE IS NO SILVER BULLET to successful financial fundraising, there are three
general keys to successful fundraising that may help:
1. Develop a comprehensive, flexible operating plan. Translate the plan into a
financial plan. Communicate the plan and milestones internally and externally (be
aggressive internally and conservative to outside parties).
2. Develop financing optionality. Do not limit your financing to the “home run.”
Include equity, government incentives (U.S. and worldwide), debt, leasing, etc.
3. While raising money for the current round, think of the future. Many think you start
the next round as soon as you finish the current round. You are really starting the
next round while pitching each investor. Look at many turndowns as opportunities
for the next round — selectively stay in touch.
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Q

What’s the fastest route to creating
a high-performing team?

A TO ELEVATE YOUR TEAM’S PERFORMANCE to the highest level, do what I advise
my Fortune 50 clients. 1. Be crystal clear about what you are trying to achieve. Quickly
uncover and address areas of ambiguity, confusion, or misalignment around your
vision and goals. 2. Make sure you’ve got the right people in the right roles doing the
right things. Do you have the best and brightest? Are people in roles that play to their
strengths? Is the team working proactively and focused on priorities 90 percent of
the time? 3. Get your people talking to each other. Make it clear that everyone is to
work collaboratively, transparently, and respectfully to realize your vision and achieve
remarkable results.

LIZ BYWATER, PH.D.

is a leadership expert, popular speaker, and author of the forthcoming
Slow Down to Speed Up! She helps top executives drive growth,
propel innovation, and lead change.

Q

What role is played by state bioscience
associations in the current healthcare debate?

A STATE BIOSCIENCE ASSOCIATIONS represent the grassroots voice to convey
the value of innovative therapies and devices to patient care. State groups put a
homegrown face on the bio industry, serve as a go-to source for locally relevant
information, and make it easier for elected officials to see member bioscience
companies and their employees as constituents and part of a community. State bio
associations are best positioned to educate policymakers on the costs and benefits
of biopharma and medtech products through direct policymaker interactions and/
or industry-specific legislative caucuses, legislator visits to companies, media
opportunities, and wherever possible using research scientists, industry leaders
and patients as compelling and ardent advocates.

STEPHEN RAPUNDALO

is president and CEO of MichBio. A former elected official, Rapundalo has
20 years of pharmaceutical industry experience.
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By J. McManus

Column

REPEAL & REPLACE CONFRONTS TRUMP’S BASE

Repeal & Replace
Confronts Trump’s Base
J O H N M C M A N U S The McManus Group

T

o understand the political peril Republicans
confront in their effort to repeal and replace
Obamacare, it is worth noting that many of
the areas that gained the most coverage
from Obamacare are the working-class districts carried
by President Trump with the largest margins. Gallup
polling found that counties characterized as “WorkingClass Country” gained the most health insurance coverage since 2008 — 6.8 percent — and were carried by
Trump by a 46 percent margin.
Conversely, a January CNN poll found the 18 to 34 age
demographic group supports Obamacare by the widest
margin (59 percent favor and 38 percent oppose), yet it
is that same demographic that has refused to participate in the exchanges, a key factor making the risk pool
for insurers fundamentally unworkable and leading to
a mass exodus of plans. The individual mandate, which
Republicans seek to repeal, cannot compel enough
young people to purchase coverage for an underlying
policy they profess to support.
The Republican “Repeal and Replace” legislation,
known as the American Health Care Act working its
way through the House, would sunset Medicaid expansion, which has provided coverage to 11 million low-income Americans, in 2020. While just 31 states opted
for the 90 percent federal match to cover additional populations of nondisabled adults, they included
West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Indiana, and
Arkansas, all of which Trump carried.
CBO’S TORTURED ASSUMPTIONS ON THE UNINSURED
Shortly after the House Energy & Commerce and Ways
& Means committees worked through the night in marathon sessions to approve the American Health Care
Act, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) released its
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analysis of the legislation’s impact on coverage — debilitating at first glance but rather sanguine when the
underlying assumptions of its estimates are unpacked.
The headline hoopla: CBO predicts that 14 million more
individuals would be uninsured in 2018, rising to 24
million in 2026 under the GOP plan.
Problem #1: CBO’s fixation on the individual mandate.
CBO says most of the initial group would immediately
drop coverage due to repeal of the individual mandate.
This figure includes 5 million Medicaid enrollees who
are too poor to pay taxes (and therefore the mandate
penalty), but whom the CBO curiously believes would
abandon free healthcare due to the absence of a mandate that has never applied to them.
Problem #2: CBO’s use of faulty baseline assumptions.
▶ When the ACA was enacted, CBO projected twice
the number to be in the insurance exchanges as
are actually enrolled today. Despite the recent
mass exodus of plans (leaving only one plan in 40
percent of the counties) and relatively flat enrollment since 2015, the CBO baseline still projects
the number of people enrolled in exchange plans
to increase by 8 million, or almost 75 percent.
Since CBO predicts the Republican plan will
result in continued flat enrollment — POOF! —
the GOP plan will mean 8 million people losing
coverage (despite never being enrolled).
▶

Despite seven years of heated debate and thorough contemplation of the fiscal and human
implications of expanding Medicaid, 19 states
have chosen not to do so, yet CBO believes the
vast majority of those remaining states will do
so shortly. This results in another 2 to 5 million
“losing” coverage they do not now have.

MIDDLE AMERICA’S CHALLENGE: NON-WORKING ADULTS
Medicaid’s critical growing role of providing health
coverage reflects a broader demographic trend that
is plaguing the country — the absence of work, and
therefore work-related insurance coverage — in huge
swaths of the population. In 2013, the Census Bureau
found that over one-fifth of all men between 25 and 55
are on Medicaid; and of the non-working male Anglo
population, 57 percent were collecting one or more
government disability benefits.
In a seminal essay in Commentary Magazine, Nicholas
Eberstadt observed, “Work rates have fallen off a cliff
since the year 2000 and are at their lowest levels in
decades.” Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows
that the overall work rate for Americans age 20 and older
plunged nearly 5 percentage points (from 64.6 to 59.7).
Eberstadt concludes, “Postwar America never experienced anything comparable.… From peak to trough,
the collapse in work rates for U.S. adults between 2008
and 2010 was roughly twice the amplitude of what had
previously been the country’s worst postwar recession
back in the early 1980s. In that previous recession,
it took America five years to re-attain the adult work
rates recorded at the start of 1980. This time, the U.S.
job market has as yet, in early 2017, scarcely begun to
claw its way back up to the work rates of 2007 — much
less back to the work rates from early 2000.”
This hollowing out of the workforce explains much
of the electorate’s angry populism that drove Donald
Trump to the White House and also created resonance
for socialist senator Bernie Sanders in the Democratic
primaries, despite the soaring stock market and
Washington’s characterization of low unemployment
rates, which exclude those not actively looking for work.
Nearly half of labor-force dropouts — 7 million in
total — are addicted to opioids, often with tragic consequences. A 2015 report by the Drug Enforcement
Administration found that more Americans died of
drug overdoses (largely related to opioid abuse) than
from either traffic fatalities or guns.
Medicaid has both financed this plague by covering
almost the entire cost of prescribed opioids (which
are often resold on the black market for thousands of
dollars) and provided important treatment and rehabilitation for the addicted. Could requiring states to take
more responsibility for Medicaid spending result in
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more stringent controls to deter opioid abuse, or will it
lead to the gutting of critical drug addiction treatment
programs? That remains unclear.
What is clear is that Donald Trump did not win the
White House by threatening to gut the social safety net.
Rather, he appealed to middle America by promising to
deliver a better, more productive and prosperous life to
hard-hit communities that are increasingly in despair. The
slow-rolling collapse of Obamacare presents an opportunity for President Trump and the Republican Congress.
But now is not the time for unserious, philosophical dogmatism. Rep. Mark Meadows (R-NC), leader of
the far-right “Freedom Caucus,” dubbed the American
Health Care Act “Obamacare Lite” and construed
the refundable tax credit as a new entitlement that
freedom-loving conservatives could not support. Yet
Meadows and about one-third of the Freedom Caucus
cosponsored then Rep. Tom Price’s Empowering
Patients First Act, which featured — you guessed it — a
refundable tax credit. Indeed, refundable tax credits
have been a key feature of all Republican health reform
legislation for more than a decade.
But how can a $2,000 to $4,000 refundable tax credit for health insurance be enough for an individual
making $20,000 a year? Avik Roy, president of the
Foundation for Research on Equal Opportunity, says
the American Health Care Act “isn’t flawed because it
offers financial assistance to the uninsured. It’s flawed
because it doesn’t provide enough assistance to them,
making premiums unaffordable for many poor people.”
He suggests changing the flat credits that vary only by
age to be greater for those with lower income and gradually decline as income rises.
That would be a positive change for the voters that
propelled President Trump to the White House. L

JOHN MCMANUS is president and founder of
The McManus Group, a consulting firm specializing
in strategic policy and political counsel and
advocacy for healthcare clients with issues before
Congress and the administration. Prior to founding
his firm, McManus served Chairman Bill Thomas
as the staff director of the Ways and Means Health
Subcommittee, where he led the policy development,
negotiations, and drafting of the Medicare
Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization
Act of 2003. Before working for Chairman Thomas,
McManus worked for Eli Lilly & Company as a
senior associate and for the Maryland House
of Delegates as a research analyst. He earned his
Master of Public Policy from Duke University and
Bachelor of Arts from Washington and Lee University.
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CEO CORNER

UNDERSTANDING THE MANY FACES OF INNOVATION

Understanding The Many Faces
Of Innovation
MICHAEL NOVINSKI

B

y its very definition, innovation may travel
long and painful paths, require repeated
failure, and invite numerous mistakes to
gather experience for bringing forward
something new. Lady luck also intervenes occasionally,
as well. We also can loosely associate innovation with
the premise that knowledge is gained only through
experience or mistakes. That “something new” can be
a simple behavioral approach to an existing problem,
or it can be an entirely new idea to improve our quality
of life. Whatever it may be, innovation is rarely simple
and straightforward. In most instances, if innovation is
to be truly successful, it is filling a market need. After
all, what’s the point of having a better mousetrap if
you don’t need one? If you are thinking about being an
innovator, get prepared for a pretty bumpy road, but
know that it eventually smooths out and becomes an
exhilarating ride.
INNOVATION EXAMPLES IN
SPORTS & DRUG DEVELOPMENT
Let’s look at two very different examples of innovation.
The game of basketball was changed many years ago by
the three-point shot. Initially, many people saw this as
a gimmick, not innovation. But today, the three-point
shot defines the game; rosters are built on a team’s
ability to get this extra point. Still, it took many years of
failing by a few innovative coaches who eventually figured out the value of this shot — not only how it could
improve their game but also how the paying customer
would accept it. The three-point shot was originally
introduced by the ABA, which was in existence from
1967 to 1976. The NBA finally adopted the shot in 1979.
Now, years later, voila! We have the fast-paced, exciting
game we all know.
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The second example involves drug development, an
expensive area for innovators that also benefits from a
little luck every once and awhile. In this industry, only
a true innovator can look at a side effect of a drug that
is in development and failing to meet the primary endpoint based on the original investment and interpret
that side effect as an opportunity. Of course, I’m talking
about Viagra. Let’s be honest: Until Viagra, discussions
about erectile dysfunction were awkward (and sometimes still are). But today, it’s not uncommon to turn on
the TV and see a beautiful female model in a commercial talking about this problem and its solution.

The next time you fail, just think, you
actually may be on to something that will
truly change the quality of life for someone
— or many people.
Remember, not everyone can visualize the opportunity that can come from a failure. But failure is likely
the result of a mistake, and a mistake is experience, and
experience brings knowledge. Innovators know this.
Viagra (sildenafil citrate) was synthesized in 1989.
It was originally intended for heart problems, but it
didn’t show much promise in early trials. However,
some of the volunteers in those trials were reporting erections after several days of taking a certain
dose. The rest is history. The patent was granted in
1996, the product was approved in 1998, and sales
peaked close to 2 billion dollars in 2008. In fact, the
counterfeit market has been estimated in the range
of $54 billion!

TOP 10 MARKET TRENDS FOR 2017
Innovation often leads to trends in a market, and the following are “US Life Science Top 10
Market Trends for 2017” according to a new report from IDC Health Insights.

1
2
3
4
5

Comprehensive eClinical platforms
will become the norm.
Active patient engagement will become
integral in clinical trials and beyond.
Actionable analytics will begin the expansion to
cognitive computing, machine learning, and more.
Life science data consortia clouds will proliferate.
Service providers will cement their role in
delivering industry-specific noncore competencies.

6
7
8
9
10

Innovation indicates something new, and it requires
patience. Sure, there are some short paths to innovation … occasionally. For instance, Chrysler’s introduction of the mini-van or the Caravan was an instantaneous success. But usually, innovators are very familiar
with failure. Bob Dylan’s first band lost a high school
competition to a tap dancer. Steve Jobs began his
career hacking into landlines to get free long-distance
phone calls. Thomas Edison never thought he failed.
He just explained it as, “I found 10,000 ways that don’t
work.” Abraham Lincoln lost eight elections before
becoming President and won the only two elections
that mattered, both for President of the United States.
In fact, Abraham Lincoln is the only U.S. President
who held a U.S. patent. The patent involved a flotation
device for boats to lift them over shoals or obstructions where they would often get stuck. Previously, the
crews would have to unload cargo until the boat raised
enough to get off the obstruction. The invention was
never commercialized, but it showed how Lincoln was
an innovator. Fortunately, other issues would become
a priority for this great leader. He would establish himself and this nation on a path to freedom and preservation of the constitution.
INNOVATION FOLLOWS MANY PATHS
No one has a crystal ball that predicts the next great
innovation. Still, some people on Wall Street will
try to convince you that they have all the answers. I
would be careful how you weigh these conversations.
Innovation is going on all around us; it’s springing up
everywhere. Of course, so is failure. We develop these
innovations and learn how to move forward. For me,

Life science cybersecurity will rise to the
level of cross-industry best practices.
ACA changes will be a speed bump (not a roadblock)
for outcome-based drug pricing.
IoT will ensure safety and efficiency
in life science cold chains.
Using analytics, pharmas will provide digital product info
“as you like it” for busy healthcare providers.
Drug Quality and Security Act (DQSA) serialization will offer
a secret benefit — plugging the holes in revenue leakage.

the path has stayed around healthcare. And, where I
have been involved in the development of many innovative ideas that have become products, I have also
gained exposure to various therapeutic fields with
a variety of healthcare professionals from research
to treatment and everything in between. Innovation
follows many paths for any industry. It’s not always
evident. It’s frustrating, yet rewarding. In fact, as mentioned earlier, it’s exhilarating! But often, this exhilaration comes only at the end of the innovation cycle. We
experience many levels of failure, and the conclusion
comes with the pragmatic application of innovation.
True innovators recognize this.
Indeed, failure and experience are often synonymous
and accompany innovation much of the time. So, the
next time you fail, just think, you actually may be on to
something that will truly change the quality of life for
someone — or many people. It helps if you pause and
reflect on those failures and the lessons learned and
the distance traveled. Innovators need a mechanism
for motivation. Many times this is internal motivation.
Good luck and stay persistent! L

MICHAEL NOVINSKI is the CEO and
cofounder of Androvia Life Sciences, a
biotechnology company focused on solving
male fertility issues.
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By W. Koberstein

Column

ARIDIS PHARMACEUTICALS

Aridis
Pharmaceuticals
An anti-infective immunotherapy developer on a
mission to replace antibiotics with engineered
antibodies and novel mechanisms
WAYN E KO B E RS TE I N
@WayneKoberstein

Executive Editor

SNAPSHOT
Aridis Pharmaceuticals is a private, anti-infective
immunotherapy company developing engineered
monoclonal antibodies derived from the B-cells
of infection survivors to activate the immune
system against targeted bacteria and viruses. It
has one antibody ready to enter in Phase 3 to
treat hospital-acquired pneumonia (HAP) and
ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP), one in
Phase 2b/3 for pneumonia and sepsis, and one in
Phase 2b for pneumonia and cystic fibrosis. It also
has a single small molecule drug (gallium) with
a unique, broad-spectrum antibiotic mechanism
(iron-pathway inhibition) ready to enter the clinic.
WHAT’S AT STAKE
Most middle-school kids nowadays could recite
the weaknesses of conventional antibiotics —
stomach aches and diarrhea, risk of fungal infections, poor matching of disease to therapy, rampaging drug resistance, and so on. And business
analysts will readily tell you why the field lies
barren for lack of industry interest in the discovery and development of new antimicrobials.
It seems only small startup companies have the
courage to take on such a risky mission with
an uncertain expectation of potential rewards.
When the emerging science is compelling, a
company like Aridis will step forward in an
attempt to raise the bar.
Everything in the business model of Aridis
depends on drug mechanisms — the play-byplay pathway by which a therapeutic agent
works to defeat a disease or condition. Drugs are
mechanistic because diseases are mechanistic.
Contemporary antibiotics target a variety of
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metabolic and reproductive pathways in certain
bacterial species, usually with the aim of hitting
the widest possible variety or spectrum. Most of
the Aridis compounds in development, however,
apply the company’s antibody technology to
tap the power of our oldest bacterial defense:
the immune system. Rather than attacking and
invading bacteria directly as antibiotics do, the
antibodies attach to bacteria-cell antigens to
activate and orchestrate a full immune response,
up to blocking bacterial toxins, as in sepsis.
Aridis “mines” the antibodies from people
who have survived bacterial and viral infections
through immune response or natural immunity
— and from the data that identifies the particular
immune cells and antibodies protecting those
rare survivors. According to the company, the
B-cells of people in those tiny subsets produce
potent monoclonal antibodies that can be reproduced without the need for genetic engineering.
“We didn’t want to be just another developer
of a second-, third-, or fourth-generation resistant class of antibiotics,” says Vu Truong, Ph.D.,
Aridis’ founder and CEO. “Large databases have
emerged from which we can mine data, allowing
us to discover and screen human B-cells faster
than ever before.” The Aridis discovery platform, MabIgX, not only pinpoints the protective
B-cells in a patient but also selects B-cells that
are genetically stable and have high antibody
productivity. “Then we have a highly engineered
fusion-partner cell line that is designed to fuse
with the discovered B-cell, which allows us
to move directly into clinical manufacturing,”
Truong says. “It is a hybridoma cell line that
is stable and immortalized, and it is actually
the factory that makes the drug itself. Because
our method bypasses the need for recombinant
DNA, we can move from patient blood to GMP
clinical material in about half a year.”
Aridis’ trials generally compare the standard
antibiotic treatment alone to standard plus the
company’s candidate, aiming to show significant improvements in survival, symptoms, and
care cost. Those parameters stand out in contrast against the background of hospital care
with HAP and VAP, the initial targeted indication
for the company’s lead candidate. “What we saw
is a very nice, consistent trend toward clinical
improvement,” Truong says. He sees irony in the
public’s view of anti-infectives as commodities,
considering the rapidly diminishing options in
practice, the already skyrocketing costs of drug
resistance, and the financial risk impeding newdrug R&D in the field. L

VU TRUONG, PH.D.
Founder & CEO

Vital Statistics

25

Employees
Headquarters
San Jose, CA

Finances
Total Raised

$55M
VC Rounds

High net-worth
individual investors,
Shenzhen Hepalink
Pharmaceutical Co.

Research
Partnership Funding
Nondilutive Grant Funding
(>16 grants) from NIH,
DoD, BARDA et al.
Current
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation,
NIH, undisclosed top-3
pharma partner, and
Shenzhen Hepalink
Pharmaceutical Co.

Other Partners
Outlicensed company
technologies to two
undisclosed pharma
partners

Latest Updates
January 2017
Therapeutics development
award from Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation Therapeutics
January 2017
Positive clinical data
from Phase 1/2a of
human mAb AR-301 for
treating pneumonia

JHL Biotech, Wuhan, China
First KUBio™ Biomanufacturing Solution
May 2016

Transform biomanufacturing
Whether launching a new molecule for the first time, bringing biosimilars to
emerging markets, or moving toward commercial manufacturing, GE’s Enterprise
Solutions provides you with real options at every stage of biomanufacturing.
With renewed flexibility, speed and efficiency, we help you extend the availability
of quality biologics to regions where they are needed most.
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accelerate your bioprocessing journey.

gelifesciences.com/enterprise
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© 2016–2017 General Electric Company.
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WHAT’S THE BACKBONE OF VIVEK RAMASWAMY’S SUCCESS?

By R. Wright

itting on the bottom step of a narrow, dimly-lit, back-hallway
staircase at the Handlery Union Square (a 1920s-era hotel
in San Francisco), I find myself ruminating on two sayings:
“Invest in what you know;” and, “If it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is.” It is Wednesday, January 11, during the
35th Annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference (i.e., JPM), and I am
waiting to enter a room in this hallway where I’ll meet with Roivant
Sciences’ founder and CEO, Vivek Ramaswamy.
Ramaswamy has been portrayed by some as the next wizard of Wall
Street by “conjuring drug companies from thin air.” Perhaps this is
the reason behind my recent contemplation — a poke from my subconscious to uncover if what Ramaswamy is trying to do (i.e., liberate
undeveloped drug candidates from the R&D shelves of other companies) is in fact too good to be true. I am soon greeted by Pavan Cheruvu
(see sidebar “What Type Of Top Talent Do You Surround Yourself
With?”), a member of Ramaswamy’s team, who ushers me into the
room where I take a seat at a round table. When Ramaswamy arrives,
he looks weary, no doubt from the seemingly endless meetings, receptions, and peripheral events surrounding JPM. Still, he manages that
trademark smile that has graced the pages of Forbes, and as I explain
that we are not interested in writing a similar story — namely one perpetuating his wunderkind stereotype — that smile turns to a look of
intrigue. I know that look because it’s the same one I had when I first
heard about Ramaswamy. I was curious. Yes, I wanted to know why he
had chosen this path, but more importantly, I wanted to know how he
had done it. After all, it’s not every day that a 31-year-old tries to change
the rules of how a traditional pharma company should operate.

THE IMPETUS BEHIND THE MISSION
OF LIBERATING THE LANGUISHING

First, let’s do a quick review of why Ramaswamy has garnered so
much attention. For years as an investor, he had his eye on the biopharmaceutical industry. In 2008, as an analyst for QVT Financial,
Ramaswamy began buying shares of Pharmasset at about $5 a share.
By the time Gilead decided to acquire the company in 2011 for about
$137 a share he was one of Pharmasset’s top shareholders. He repeated this “buy low, sell high” exercise with Inhibitex in 2012 netting a
25-fold increase over QVT’s initial investment when the company was
acquired by Bristol-Myers Squibb. All this success led to his being a
partner at QVT at the age of 28, but he aspired to do more. “As an investor and industry observer, you can offer commentary and feedback,”
he shares. “But beyond allocating capital, there isn’t much you can
do to impact the system.” In his investor role he was frustrated to see
the number of promising drugs languishing in company R&D departments. “For reasons related more to corporate strategy than science,
many potential drugs seemed to have gotten stuck in an industrywide
logjam,” Ramaswamy analogizes. While he understands the importance of biopharma companies wanting to focus on key therapeutic
categories to stay competitive, this practice doesn’t necessarily help
the patient. So, he decided to try to fix the problem from the inside-out
by starting his own company, Roivant. “Every time there’s a dead-end
investment into a promising drug, that cost gets spread out over every
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By R. Wright

WHEN HEARING OTHER SENIOR LEADERS REPEATEDLY

WHAT’S THE BACKBONE OF VIVEK RAMASWAMY’S SUCCESS?

LOOK, THIS IS MY FIRST TIME IN THIS ROLE. INITIALLY,

I WAS SKEPTICAL.

TALK ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF CULTURE,

VIVEK RAMASWAMY Founder & CEO, Roivant Sciences

drug that ultimately makes it,” he says. “So beyond rescuing drugs, the hope is that we can reduce the average
time and cost of the drug-development process.”
One of his first rescue projects involved an Alzheimer’s
disease drug at a company no longer focusing its resources on neurosciences. “It’s a curious fact that the top two
drugs for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease, Aricept
(donepezil hydrochloride) and Namenda (memantine
HCI) had both been sitting on shelves and required revival before eventually gaining U.S. approval,” he explains.
Compelling science resulted in Axovant Sciences
(a Roivant company), acquiring a drug candidate,
Intepirdine, from GSK for $5 million upfront. (But not
every acquisition goes as planned — see sidebar — “How
A Lost Opportunity Led To Roivant’s Core Business.”)
Like most stories chronicling Ramaswamy’s success,
that one ended with the acquisition of a previously
unused asset that may be revitalized. But there’s more
to this story and the others that make up the mythos
of Roivant and Ramaswamy. For example, what’s often
not mentioned about the acquisition of that particular drug is that Ramaswamy brought on board Larry
Friedhoff, M.D., Ph.D., to spearhead its development.
Friedhoff, who was responsible for developing Aricept,
is now Axovant’s chief development officer. While many
outsiders focus on invalidating how Ramaswamy (a
non-Ph.D. scientist) could possibly be successful in
picking which idle drug candidates could be the next
breakthrough, perhaps what they should pay attention
to is how he manages to surround himself with staff
that — as Ramaswamy readily admits — are truly the
backbone of the company’s success.

WHAT’S THE BEST PREDICTOR
OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE?

“We prefer doers over talkers,” says Ramaswamy while
pondering how the Roivant family of companies has
grown to employ 170 people. “But because interviews
are all about talking, the process of interviewing makes
it difficult to ferret out the doers.” One thing Roivant
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does during the interview process is to put candidates
through some type of exercise that replicates some
of the duties of the job they are seeking. “We learn a
tremendous amount from how people respond to this
process,” he relates. “Some people get very motivated
and do an outstanding job.” In fact, he says one recent
candidate stated that even if she didn’t get the job she’d
like Roivant to continue giving her assignments. “Her
current job was so unmotivating, and these assignments were so much more fulfilling and in line with
what she’d rather be doing, that she was willing to do
them for us for free,” Ramaswamy laughs. “Predictably,
we ended up hiring her.” But not all approach the process with such energy and vigor. “Others go through the
exercise but don’t do as well as their talk might have
suggested,” he shares. “Those are the kind of people
who may very well get ahead through political maneuvering, managing their manager, or highlighting their
own accomplishments, but when push comes to shove,
might not have the chops to actually get something
done.” (see sidebar — What Type Of Top Talent Do You
Surround Yourself With?) Roivant also employs some
newer technologies to help it find its “exceptional” candidates, including an app designed to determine which
qualities exhibited in the interview process correlate
with subsequent on-the-job performance.
Ramaswamy believes that every senior-level manager
has to be capable of actually doing the primary work of
their direct reports. “This supports the idea of oversight
being inextricably linked with the actual action itself,”
he says. This is why Roivant places such a premium on
seeing not only how someone does during the assigned
task component of the interview process, but also how
they respond to just being given an assignment.

AN UNUSUAL APPROACH
TO EMPLOYEE RETENTION

Most of you are probably familiar with the concept of
golden handcuffs, a collection of financial incentives

HOW A LOST OPPORTUNITY LED TO ROIVANT’S CORE BUSINESS
For Roivant to be successful, biopharmaceutical
companies not only must agree that the company is trying to help solve one of its biggest
challenges (i.e., R&D prioritization), but be
willing to open its R&D cupboards to Roivant’s
scientific team for review. And while Roivant’s
founder and CEO, Vivek Ramaswamy, admits
that after three years the process has gotten a
bit easier, it wasn’t always that way.
“In 2014, a large-cap biopharmaceutical company had a promising compound for a very
specific biological target,” he reflects. “We studied what we could from the publicly available
information and thought it had the potential
to deliver a major medical advance in an area
of unmet need.” According to Ramaswamy,
Roivant tried to get in touch with senior R&D
decision makers for the project but were unsuccessful. “We were able to establish contact
with some lower-level folks in the organization
who were quite receptive, as they were under
the impression the compound was not moving
forward,” he states. As a result, Roivant spent
several months putting together an extensive
development plan for the compound. “We
approached these junior-level people with a
potential deal to acquire the asset, something

we felt to be a real win-win,” he says. The
50-page document was presented to the other
company’s research committee. “It was decided
that this was exactly the plan they should be
adopting in taking the drug forward themselves,” he says in exasperation. “Not once, neither before, nor after, did we have any contact
with the senior-level team members responsible for making that decision.” Ramaswamy
admits that this was quite demotivating at first.
“At the time we were a small organization — less
than fifteen people — working out of a shared,
windowless office that didn’t even have air
conditioning,” he recalls. “We had put a lot
of eggs in this basket, not financial per se, but
intellectual resources, and time, which was our
scarcest commodity.” While the Roivant team
was disappointed about losing the opportunity
to add the compound to its pipeline, of greater
import was how the experience made them
question their business model. “Was this going
to be an obstacle that would happen time
and again when approaching the goal line?”
they wondered. “But we took a step back
and looked at our organizational mission — to
participate in the process of delivering drugs
to market that otherwise would not have seen
the light of day,” says Ramaswamy. “That had

designed to encourage employee retention (e.g., stock
options that can be exercised three years after being
granted to those still employed at a company). And
while such tools are useful, Ramaswamy is employing
more of a golden parachute approach to employee
retention. “It’s modeled on a similar policy at Zappos
and is more aligned with the culture we are aspiring to
create.” The goal of the program is to make sure people
hired by Roivant are truly prepared and committed to
taking the leap. Here’s how it works.
During the first two months of an employee’s tenure,
each new hire goes through orientation along with a
substantial onboarding program. “At some point in
those two months, I meet with every new hire, either
individually or as a group,” Ramaswamy explains. “At
the end of the two months, we give everyone a form
that gives them the option to either opt in — meaning
they want to continue working here, and we ask them
to state their reasons why — or opt out.” The latter
option includes a very attractive financial package and
is intended to determine the employee’s commitment

occurred, even if we were not the company to
move it forward.”
So rather than dwell on the missed opportunity, Ramaswamy used it as an opportunity to
rethink the company’s approach. “We received
feedback that it would have been much more
productive to have had an R&D exchange
between teams rather than trying to make
it a transactional relationship,” he explains.
“Furthermore, though we were a well-capitalized company, there were questions as to how a
15-person company could develop the drug into
an approved medicine.” As a result, Roivant
not only redoubled its efforts to find the next
opportunity but also set about quickly building
an internal research infrastructure. “We learned
the importance of developing intellectually connected R&D relationships at very senior levels
of leadership versus approaching opportunities
strictly from a transactional basis. And we
learned the importance of dealing directly with
decision makers.” All of these lessons helped
sow the seeds for what eventually became
Roivant’s core business model — being a solutions provider to these companies, rather than
a “transactional counterparty.”

to working at Roivant. Ramaswamy feels that many
people, after decades of working at large multinational
firms, continue going to work out of a passive habit,
rather than remembering the active choice they once
made. “Opting in [i.e. turning down the large opt-out
financial package] symbolizes that each day an employee walks in the front door, they want to be here.” I think
this process helps people affirm that,” he says.
Ramaswamy doesn’t view the decision to opt out as
being a bad one. Rather, by allowing some self-selection
at Roivant (and its affiliated organizations), the company
is more likely to have an appropriate fit between the people and the pace/intensity of the work being done. “We
encourage people who don’t want to be here to leave,” he
states candidly. “But if someone’s just not meeting our
standards, we believe in showing them gracefulness and
letting them know we appreciate the risk they took by
joining us.” In such circumstances, the company allows
these employees to participate in something closely
resembling the opt-out program and assists them in finding another job better suited to their manner of working.
LIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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By R. Wright

The opt-out program plays a key role in the corporate
culture Ramaswamy is striving to create. “Look, this is
my first time in this role,” he admits. “Initially, when
hearing other senior leaders repeatedly talk about
the importance of culture, I was skeptical.” But his
preliminary perception of its being “corporate mumbo
jumbo that didn’t relate to getting any actual work
done” soon changed. “We were scaling Roivant up from
startup into a professionally managed firm,” he shares.
“During the transition we encountered microcosms
of unproductive behavior and work not meeting our
standards, yet we were only at a size of perhaps 10 very
capable individuals.” Ramaswamy says the concept he
had heard preached regarding the importance of proactively managing corporate culture must have nestled
somewhere in his subconscious. For when he saw first-

hand what was happening, it really clicked. “I quickly
realized that getting the company on the path I wanted
it to go required proactively setting cultural norms,”
he states. “I feel like I’m speaking to you as though I’m
some practiced and accomplished corporate culture
guru — far from it. I consider myself very much a student and experimental scientist with respect to many
of the initiatives we have implemented. All I can tell
you is that we have thought a lot about the things we
are trying, with the awareness that there is substantial
room for improvement.”
While it remains to be seen if what Ramaswamy is
doing via his collection of corporate “vants” (Axovant,
Myovant, Enzyvant, Dermavant, etc.) is “too good to be
true,” what can’t be denied is his willingness to invest
in that which he knows: people. L

WHAT TYPE OF TOP TALENT DO YOU SURROUND YOURSELF WITH?
If you took the time to review the leadership teams and corporate boards of various Roivant companies, you would see a rather impressive cadre. For
example, Laura Williams, M.D., head of clinical development at Myovant Sciences, spent her previous 18 years working in R&D at Abbott/AbbVie. Mark
Altmeyer, president and chief commercial officer at Axovant Sciences, previously served as president and CEO of Otsuka America Pharmaceuticals.
Other executives and board members hail from J&J, Merck, Pfizer, and Roche (to name a few). But what about those employees whose bios can’t be
found prominently listed on Roivant corporate websites? After all, most leaders attribute their success to being surrounded by “great teams” or “top
talent.” Let’s look at some of the other team members Vivek Ramaswamy (Roivant founder and CEO) has recruited to surround himself with.
Pavan Cheruvu (mentioned in the main article) earned his medical degree from Harvard Medical School in 2009. During medical school, he took a
year’s leave to conduct preclinical studies of a diagnostic catheter at Infraredx (a startup cardiovascular imaging company). He also has a Bachelor of
Science in biomedical engineering, electrical engineering, and chemistry from Duke University. He did a summer internship at Guidant Corp. designing cardiac device technology. He then completed a Master of Science as a Rhodes Scholar at the University of Oxford. Cheruvu joined Roivant after
emailing Ramaswamy telling him he needed a chief of staff and that he would like to fill the role. Ramaswamy agreed.
Roivant’s most recent c-suite hire is Dan Rothman, the company’s CIO. He previously worked for Goldman Sachs as the head of digital structuring
(i.e., responsible for the strategic development of internal and external technology platforms). Prior to this, he worked at Lehman Brothers, Banque
Nationale de Paris, Kidder Peabody, and Xilinx. Rothman completed his Bachelor of Science in electrical engineering at MIT in just three years, before
going on to complete a Master of Science in electrical engineering and computer science, also from MIT. He is responsible for ensuring that Roivant
remains innovative in its use of technology across the entirety of the company.
Karen Segal, Ph.D., is a VP of clinical research at Roivant. With 19 years of leadership experience in clinical development and medical affairs, Segal
most recently worked at Mesoblast where she was the therapeutic head and medical lead for a cell therapy product for metabolic and inflammatory
disease. Her previous work experience includes stints at Hoffmann-La Roche, Sanofi-Aventis, Academic Medical Development Corporation, Regeneron,
and J&J. Segal completed a Bachelor of Arts in English literature at Wesleyan University before going on to complete a Master of Arts, a Master of
Education, a Ph.D. in Clinical Physiology, as well as a postdoctoral fellowship, all at Columbia University. Segal is currently working extensively on
Roivant’s rare disease work at its wholly-owned subsidiary, Enzyvant.
Finally, Melissa Rhodes is working as the VP of nonclinical research at Roivant. Rhodes joined the team in 2015 after working for nine years at GSK,
where she held several positions in safety assessment. Rhodes is responsible for overseeing pharmacology, DMPK (drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics), bioanalytical sciences, and toxicology for multiple programs. In her two years at Roivant, she has managed over a hundred nonclinical trials.
Rhodes completed a Bachelor of Science in Zoology at North Carolina State University before earning a Ph.D. in Pharmacology and Toxicology at Duke
University. She is based in Roivant’s Durham, NC office, located within the historic downtown American Tobacco Campus.
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JOURNEY TO THE

JOURNEY TO THE CORPORATE BOARDROOM PART 2: THINK YOU’RE READY TO BUILD YOUR COMPANY’S BOARD?

C O R PO R A T E
BOARDROOM
PART 2:

THINK YOU’RE READY TO BUILD
YOUR COMPANY’S BOARD?

I

n Philadelphia this past December, BioBreak and
Drexel University brought together a number
of thought leaders to discuss issues regarding
corporate boards, prompting Life Science Leader
to create a “Journey To The Boardroom” series of
articles. In part 1, we provided information on how to
go about seeking corporate board opportunities. In
part 2, we dig into what company leadership should
think about when building a corporate board. To be
sure, one aspect all companies should be considering is how to make their boards more diverse. In fact,
on January 10, 2017, the Massachusetts Biotechnology
Council (MassBio) published an open letter of guiding
principles for gender diversity, noting it should be a
priority for the biopharmaceutical industry. Perhaps
here is one of the reasons why: For though S&P 500
companies can currently boast 99 percent of its members having at least one woman serving on a board, the
reality is that less than a quarter (20 percent) of these
publicly traded company board positions are presently
filled by women. Common sense indicates that we can
certainly do better. Maybe this is why last year 13 of
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the world’s most well-known and influential business
leaders got together to develop the Commonsense
Principles of Corporate Governance, of which diversity is point number two. But beyond diversity (gender
and otherwise), what else should leaders be thinking
about when building their companies’ boards? For this
we engage the following six executives in a directed
Q&A: Richard Baron, former CFO and board member
Zynerba Pharmaceuticals; Madeline Bell, RN, president and CEO of Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia
(CHOP) and Comcast board member; Rich Daly, president, CEO, and chairman of the board for Neuralstem;
Nance Dicciani, Ph.D., former president and CEO of
Honeywell Specialty Materials and former member of
the U.S. President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (currently on the boards of Halliburton,
LyondellBasell, Praxair, and AgroFresh); Kirk Gorman,
former CFO Jefferson Health Systems and board member of several companies (e.g., BioTelemetry); and
Barbara Yanni, former head of licensing at Merck and
board member of Trevena, Symic Biomedical, and

Vaccinex.

LIFE SCIENCE LEADER (LSL): What has been your
experience with how boards are built?
RICHARD BARON: Boards are generally developed in
one of three ways. A classic scenario typically involves a
friend, perhaps a current or former investor, or maybe a
former high-level employee of the company contacting
someone they know and trust about a board position.
Another case involves serial CEOs (i.e., an executive
develops several companies) who keep going back
to the successful team they worked with in the past.
Although in such situations, you’ll often see a core
group of board members from one company to the
next, these CEOs (and their boards) recognize the need
to periodically go outside the core to secure specific
expertise (e.g., business development).

“I can’t fill a valuable board
seat with somebody who is
good at only one thing.”
RICH DALY
President, CEO, Chairman of the Board, Neuralstem

I will draw on my most recent experience to explain a
third way a board can be developed. I was involved with
a CEO who set up the board based on where he wanted
to be from a financing perspective. His goal was to be
a public company and to do so very quickly. As such,
he developed a public-style board while the company
was still private. The board did not involve any venture
capitalists (as they tend to be on a board when private,
but roll off when going public), but consisted of a
diverse group of people with deep expertise in specific
therapeutic classes on which the company was working. Having an executive (or a group helping to form a
board) knowing what the end play will be can enable
a much quicker IPO, which in this case, took less than
a year. Building a public-style board when you are still
private can be a wise strategy.

LSL: Explain how you revamped the Children’s Hospital
of Philadelphia’s (CHOP) board.
MADELINE BELL: Like most hospitals or universities, we
had a large board. In fact, when I became CEO we had 30
board members, which is small when compared to some

other boards who consist of 45 to 60 members. The reason for large boards in the nonprofit world is that we are
charities, and we are trying to raise money. But there is
also a long-standing community commitment, which is
often exemplified by having community members serve
on the board. Some of CHOP’s board members didn’t
have term limits and had been on the board for 50 years.
Again, this is not unusual for a hospital or a university.
But as an organization that generates around $2.6 billion in annual revenue and employs 14,000, we needed
a board that could not only help us for where we are
today but also where we want to grow in the future. The
leadership team felt that an ideal situation would be to
have a 12-person board, and so that became our goal. We
started by determining what we wanted on the board
(e.g., competencies, experience, background, diversity).
Personally, I wanted a mix of board members who had
been CEOs, as not only would they understand what it
was like to walk in my shoes, but also they would also
have an understanding of the difference between management and governance. We hired a consulting firm to
help us develop board member profiles and to facilitate
agreement on these between me and the board. Some of
our board members used this time as an opportunity to
retire and go to emeritus status so that we could keep
them engaged. In addition, we went through an assessment process that not only gave board members the
opportunity to assess each other, but also gave me the
opportunity to assess them. We went from 30 people to
14. And while we didn’t quite get to 12, we were able to
make some significant changes beyond numbers, such
as the inclusion of term limits and the implementation
of a staggered approach toward adding new members
(i.e., cycle two members off and cycle two new members
on every year).

LSL: What does a board look for when considering
someone for a position who is also working full time?
RICH DALY: The first thing we look for is an employer’s
permission to serve, as these conversations can be
very time consuming and a waste of time if the person doesn’t have permission. Beyond this, I approach
securing board members similar to hiring; I ask people
what it is they hope to teach as well as what they hope
to learn. When it comes to posing such questions to
a potential board member, the answer either should
never be everything or nothing. Because if a person has
done everything, then why are they joining the board?
What will they be able to learn? Regarding teaching,
this is important because we want somebody to come
LIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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onto a board who can help the rest of us learn. Keep
in mind, teaching is not someone coming to board
meetings to pontificate, as that is just a bad situation.
Another thing I look for is a multifaceted player. There
are four fundamental parts of every healthcare company — finance, R&D, operations, and sales and marketing. You need to figure out in which of these four spaces
you have expertise. And though it is likely someone
won’t be able to play in all four, someone should be able
to play in more than one. I can’t fill a valuable board
seat with somebody who is good at only one thing.
Is it important that they have previous related work
experience? If so, then you can expect everyone on your
board to be white, male, and 61.3 years of age. We are
not interested in that. Of the three boards on which I
serve, there is only one female, and that is ridiculous.
We want new blood, because that brings diversity.

LSL: What advice would you give to the CEO of a startup company when building its board?
BARBARA YANNI: You really want to have a range
of expertise on your board. It’s very helpful to have
a strong finance person, as the SEC requires public
companies to possess certain financial expertise. While
it’s a good idea to maybe have somebody from the
very beginning who can fulfill that financial role, it is
not necessarily mission critical in the very early days.
However, the closer you get to going public (assuming
that is your goal) the more important it will be to make
sure you have the necessary financial expertise. It’s
also good to have someone with general management
experience. Of course, a lot of board selections depend
upon the stage of the company. For example, if it is a
company in the basic research stage, it may be helpful to have some scientific expertise pertinent to that
research area. However, sometimes scientific expertise
can be captured through the use of a scientific advisory board instead of the actual board of directors. Try
to take a big-picture perspective when building your
board, and try to think about what your company needs
now and in the near future to be successful.
RICHARD BARON: Try to employ foresight when developing your board. A common malady of CEOs is failing
to acknowledge the things they don’t do exceptionally well. Don’t view a certain lack of expertise as a
shortcoming but a gap, and develop your board with
a mind-set of seeking members who can fill that gap.
If you’re not the BD person but know at some point
you want to do licensing, find someone having the
golden Rolodex of contacts, along with the skills that
can help push your agenda forward. In the beginning,
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small and niche-y might be a good thing. But always
try to be one step ahead of yourself. For example, if you
are an expert in finance, you may not need a financial
expert immediately. However, if you want to go public,
you want to have the people with the necessary skills
on your board a year or so earlier so they can be listed
in the company prospectus, a document people will be
looking at very closely as you transition from a private
to public company.
NANCE DICCIANI: In a couple of situations I’ve seen,
startup companies pay a great deal of attention to
building their management team. They’ll make sure
they have the right kind of skills and people that not
only complement one another but also fit into a desired
company culture. But then these same companies rather quickly put their board together (e.g., they want a
name, an affiliation with a certain institution, or some
sort of special expertise). Spend as much time on building your board as you do building your management
team. A CEO building a board should try to think of it as
similar to hiring a consultant. Put people on your board
who offer advice you would be willing to pay for. In
some way you’re going to be paying that, so you might
as well get what you need.

“A lot of these smarter
companies understand that
having board members
with diverse backgrounds,
genders, ethnicity, and
thought processes provides
a competitive advantage.”
NANCE DICCIANI, PH.D.
Former President & CEO, Honeywell Specialty Materials

LSL: What advice would you give to the CEO of an
established company when thinking about board composition and evolution?
KIRK GORMAN: When you think about where you
want your company to be three or five years from now,
you need a couple of board members with the appropriate skill sets to get you there. If you are going to be
an international company, you ought to have someone
with international experience. If you are planning on
an IPO, get someone who has some other public company board experience who can help establish the gover-

nance environment, a finance person to help eventually
lead the audit committee. Assess your weaknesses as a
CEO and fill in around those gaps. Not to be overlooked
is the intensity and stress of the conversations that
go on in the boardroom. Pay attention to the way in
which board members fit with each other and with the
CEO. It has to be an odd mix of challenge, questioning,
oversight, and monitoring from the board. People really
work better when they get along, trust, and respect
each other. If the interpersonal connections between
board members (as well as board members with CEO)
aren’t right, it can be a miserable experience. Board
members work better when they get along, so don’t
overlook the touchy-feely soft spot in all of that. The
technical attributes you should be looking for in board
members should be where that company is planning to
go, not where it presently is. In other words, building
a board should have an orientation toward the future.
NANCE DICCIANI: You want people who have lived
through certain experiences (e.g., M&A, working in
emerging markets, international expansion). In addition, you need people who can honestly and thoughtfully challenge ideas. You certainly don’t want a board
that’s going to rubber stamp an idea, because that
might not be what is best for the company. Being able to
thoughtfully challenge leadership comes from experience and the confidence of having done those kinds of
things in the past.
RICHARD BARON: Being that board chemistry is critical,
making a board selection should not be just one person’s
decision, even in a private company. When you stand
back from a typical growth chart, everything seems to
always be going up and toward the right. However, if you
get close enough you will see there are downs in there as
well, and those are tense and struggling situations. Board
chemistry is critical in getting through the good, bad, and
indifferent times. Remember that you are networking not
only with CEOs but also with other board members, and
it is often those other board members who lead to other
board referral opportunities.

LSL: What are you seeing in terms of gender diversity
on boards?
NANCE DICCIANI: In the last few years, even among
S&P 500 or Fortune 1000 companies, gender diversity among boards has crept up at a snail’s pace. And
though it has been slow, more and more companies
have at least one female board member, so we are making progress. But if you look at diversity beyond gender,
we are actually not doing so well. The last statistics I
saw indicated that the number of African Americans
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serving on S&P 500 boards actually decreased over the
last several years. While the Hispanic or Latino’s percentage had increased by about 1 percent, it’s still very
small (i.e., 2 to 3 percent overall). Asian American board
membership is currently around 2 percent. I think we’ll
continue to see more diversity among company boards
because more people are talking about it, and the fact
that a lot of these smarter companies understand
that having board members with diverse backgrounds,
genders, ethnicity, and thought processes provides a
competitive advantage. L
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ince the FDA approval and commercial successes of Roche’s Herceptin (trastuzumab) and Novartis’
Gleevec (imatinib), the companion diagnostic industry has moved from being viewed skeptically — to
essential. What started out as a handful of oncology drugs and corresponding diagnostics has expanded
to include additional therapeutic areas. The growth in companion-diagnostic utilization is a trend likely
to continue as we close in on realizing the full potential proffered by precision medicine. According to Research
and Markets, the global companion diagnostics market is poised to grow at a CAGR of around 18.5 percent over the
next decade, potentially reaching $16.24 billion by 2025. “When presenting a companion diagnostic offering to biopharmaceutical executives after a drug has been launched, I have watched their eyes grow bigger and bigger as they
realize they have hitched their per-share earnings to a business that doesn’t respond to traditional marketing activity,” says Alan Wright, M.D., chief medical officer for Roche Diagnostics Corporation in Indianapolis. “Essentially, we
have to do Diagnostics 101 with these executives and explain how different the market is from that of biopharma.”
He should know. After all, Dr. Wright (no relation) not only works for the largest in-vitro diagnostic development
company in the world, but in his career prior, he spent more than a decade on the PBM (pharmacy benefit manager)
side of the business with CVS Caremark and Advance PCS. Dr. Wright sat down with Life Science Leader to share his
experienced perspective regarding some of the nuances of launching a drug that requires a companion diagnostic.

LIFE SCIENCE LEADER: Why should biopharma
executives care about the companion diagnostics
business?
They should care because when a companion diagnostic is essential for the safe and effective use of a
drug, the diagnostic is viewed by both the FDA and
payers as the gateway to being able to use the therapeutic with patients. In such a situation, the successful deployment of a drug in the medical community becomes dependent on the successful deployment
and use of a companion diagnostic. For example, the
first companion diagnostic drug combination is HER2
and Herceptin. But back in 1998 when the FDA first
approved Herceptin, HER2 wasn’t an FDA-approved
companion diagnostic. That all changed in August 2011
when the FDA approved Roche Genentech’s Zelboraf
(vemurafenib, a prescription medicine used to treat
a type of skin cancer [i.e., melanoma] possessing a
certain type of abnormal BRAF gene) and a companion diagnostic from Roche to determine BRAF mutation-positive metastatic melanoma. What we are now
seeing is other companions and drugs being similarly
co-approved. The fact that the FDA is now approving
the diagnostic with the biopharma in parallel is a fairly
recent phenomenon that will likely continue.

LIFE SCIENCE LEADER: What are the most
important types of diagnostics?
Two of the most important diagnostics for biopharmaceutical manufacturers to be aware of are companion
and complementary. The FDA defines a companion

diagnostic as a medical device, often an in vitro device,
which provides information that is essential for the
safe and effective use of a corresponding drug or biological product. As the definition doesn’t specify the
diagnostic, it could be a blood test, a tissue test, or an
imaging test. So while the definition is broad, the point
is that the diagnostic is essential and could be used to
diagnose, select proper patients, or monitor patients.
People typically think of companion diagnostics in
terms of genetic tests, sequencing, and oncology, but
the fact is we [Roche] have projects that span diagnostic platforms. As for complementary diagnostics,
that is a concept still in evolution. Elizabeth (Liz)
Mansfield, Ph.D., director for personalized medicine
and molecular genetics within the FDA, had initially
defined complementary diagnostics as being distinct
from companion diagnostics, noting that complementary diagnostics provide additional information about
how a drug might be used, or whether someone should
receive a class of drugs, rather than being necessarily
required for the safe and effective use of a drug. In other
words, complementary diagnostics provide additional
information, but aren’t essential for prescribing a drug.
Here is a scenario where a complementary diagnostic
might be used. Say somebody is at risk of complications
or has poor performance status, and you have an oncology therapy that has an associated set of side effects.
A complementary diagnostic could provide additional
information indicating this patient has a high likelihood of responding to the therapy, or that the patient
has a low chance, and given other factors (e.g., side
effects), may not be a good candidate for this particular
therapy. I also have heard people define complementary diagnostics as tests that are not unique to a specific
drug but span drug classes.
LIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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Traditionally, it is similar in length to the approval of
a drug. As such, if a company is developing a drug that
looks as if it might require a companion diagnostic, you
really need to have good and early engagement between
the drug manufacturer and a companion diagnostic
development company. Imagine you are a biopharma
company that benefits from a drug receiving an accelerated approval process. For example, in 2015 Pfizer’s
Xalkori (crizotinib) received an FDA Breakthrough
Therapy and Priority Review designation for the treatment of patients with metastatic non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) whose tumors are ROS1-positive. The
therapeutic was approved by the FDA on March 11,
2016, based on a multicenter, single-arm Phase 1 study.
In a press release announcing the drug’s approval it
was noted that “an FDA-approved test for the detection
of ROS1 rearrangements in NSCLC is not currently
available; however, lab-developed tests are available.”
But imagine if this drug required a novel companion
diagnostic, and that lab tests were not available. A
key point for all pharma companies to understand is
that diagnostic companies have a rigorous and long
development process that can often take years. If a
therapeutic gets an accelerated approval by the FDA,
diagnostic companies need to similarly accelerate their
approach. Companion diagnostic companies are much
like pharma companies in that we don’t necessarily
have a shelf-ready diagnostic that can be shipped at the
time of launch.
LIFE SCIENCE LEADER: What is the most
critical component when preparing to launch a
companion diagnostic?
Testing-access readiness is a big issue, because on the
day of a drug’s approval you want people prepared to
run the necessary companion. Getting a lab up and
prepared to run a companion diagnostic test can take
months. It is not as simple as sending out a letter stating that kits are available, and to please call so we can
mail them out so you can get started. To be ready on
day one requires walking backward from the anticipated drug launch date. For a lab that serves a medical
community to safely and effectively deliver a lab test,
you first need to understand what it takes to be able
to do so in a CLIA (clinical laboratory improvement
amendments) certified fashion. Six to nine months
before the actual drug launch date, you need to select
sites that can perform this diagnostic and proficiency
testing. Before launch, lab staffs need to be trained to
perform the test, and pathologists need to be trained
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to be able to read the slide. This means that comprehensive study materials need to be available for
those who will be conducting the tests, which in cases
involving very rare conditions can be quite a challenge.
Depending on the size of the testing sites to which
materials are being deployed, it can be difficult to
get all of the quality-control materials moved around
appropriately. In addition, testing-access readiness
involves the training of office staff and modifications
to the laboratory information system to accommodate
a new test. One of the issues we often run into is that
many laboratories don’t continuously modify their
information systems, but apply a principle of batching
so that new groups of tests are introduced to the lab’s
information system all at the same time. Ideally, you
want to have a new diagnostic test hit that batching
cycle at a time that allows for approved labs to become
familiar with the test before launch. If that time is
missed, you could find yourself having to wait to have
the test added in the next batching cycle, which could
be post-launch. Labs need to update their directories as
well as their interfaces with electronic medical records
(EMRs) to include the new test. And, as is often the case,
many labs might not have the FDA-approved instrument, but a similar one that the companion diagnostic
test can be run on. However, the lab will need to do the
appropriate CLIA-lab-developed testing studies to get
that test up and running on that piece of equipment.
LIFE SCIENCE LEADER: What are some of the
nuances to be aware of in executing a companiondiagnostic testing-access readiness program?
Roche Diagnostics is regulated by the FDA. As such, we
are unable to do prelaunch promotion. However, there
is a safe harbor with the FDA where an appropriate
number (an amount that has been negotiated with the
FDA) of lab sites will have companion diagnostic testing
available at the time of launch. So while we do have the
ability to train certain community sites to ensure sufficient access to the companion diagnostic on day one of
a drug launch, there is an “ideal” number of sites that we
ultimately want to reach to achieve broad community
access to the testing. This “ideal” number varies according to disease. For example, lung cancer is very common
and community focused. As such, nearly every community hospital manages patients with lung cancer. So in a
situation involving the approval of a drug for lung cancer
that required a companion diagnostic, there should have
been broad access to testing. However, for some rarer
lung cancer tumor types that might require more specialized treatment, one would expect access to a companion
diagnostic to be less broad, but available in those more
specialized areas (i.e., cancer treatment centers). But for

ROCHE DIAGNOSTICS CORPORATION
Consisting of about 34,000 of
Roche’s 94,000 total employees
globally, the Diagnostics division
is responsible for approximately
a quarter of Roche’s total annual
revenue (approximately
$50 billion in 2016).

Roche Diagnostics works with nearly every major biopharmaceutical drug manufacturer on companion diagnostic projects, including its parent organization.
The company presently has over 300 companion diagnostic projects underway.

purposes of facilitating ideal access to the diagnostics so
the pharma companies can effectively deploy their technology, the key is getting those two networks to match
(i.e., broad products requiring companion diagnostics
have broad access to testing, while specialty products
requiring a companion diagnostic have access to testing
at a level commensurate with population demand).
Getting ready for testing-access readiness involves
determining what the networks should look like, talking
to regulators, creating materials, conducting focus groups
or medical advisory boards, and conducting research to
determine if there are any unforeseen obstacles. Another
big consideration is to look at preanalytics handling (i.e.,
does the specimen require a special handling for the lab)
that both the lab and the clinicians need to be trained on
(e.g., using a different type of tube, collecting a different
type of specimen). There may be a need to think about
different companion diagnostic strategies. For example,
a clinical study might use one type of specimen, but perhaps a condition in the community is actually diagnosed
using three types of specimens. What is the strategy to
bring those other specimens in so that the diagnostic can
be done? Finally, getting ready for testing-access readiness and actually executing a testing-access readiness
program can be a very delicate balancing act. Just as drug
companies have to be very careful about what information is provided to the market before a drug is FDA
approved, so too do diagnostic companies. When beginning to execute testing-access readiness we are extremely
careful not to go beyond the list of FDA-approved sites.
Unfortunately, we frequently get requests from labs wanting to be able to do a test on day one. If they are not on the
list, we cannot work with them before day one.

LIFE SCIENCE LEADER: Thinking about the
approval of a biosimilar that required a companion
diagnostic, would the companion diagnostic just be
grandfathered in?
Not necessarily. As with all molecular testing, there are
often different techniques to assess a target gene, and
there are regulatory pathways for labs to get certification for various ways of testing those genes. One of the
subtle but important things is that the FDA-approved
companion diagnostic be “tuned” to the performance of
the drug. Depending upon the platform and technique
used to conduct a companion diagnostic, the level of
mutation or target detected can (and often does) differ. This can result in a slightly different community
patient population being selected for the drug, and
thus, the community performance of the drug may
(probably will) differ from community performance
of the drug in clinical trials. Further, there also can be
groups of tests that are used to assess a particular condition that already exists in the marketplace. Though
these might not be a companion diagnostic and use
completely different analytes and targets, they may
sound similar, or actually be called the same thing in
the marketplace. As a result, these platforms can be
used inappropriately to guide companion diagnostic
testing (i.e., using a diagnostic off label).

LIFE SCIENCE LEADER: What does it mean to
launch into a fee schedule?
PBMs negotiate the price in the marketplace for what
they can charge for a drug. On the diagnostic side, if we
have a companion diagnostic that is a PCR-(polymerase
chain reaction) or sequencing-based test, the amount
that is to be paid for that test is already established.
Even though we may be measuring a new analyte, target, or panel, we will still get paid the same amount for
the same or similar technique. A pharma company having successfully developed a drug for a rare disease is
able to alter/raise the price for a new therapy to defray
R&D costs. At least in the U.S., there is practically zero
ability for diagnostic companies to set or negotiate a
price. As such, when launching a companion diagnostic, we conform to doing so based on a fee schedule.
While some might note that drug companies often
launch into insurance company-tiered formularies, it is
not the same. Because you could have a $100,000 drug
being tier-two at one PBM, while at another PBM the
drug could be similarly priced but listed as tier-three.
The difference in tiers doesn’t necessarily affect the
price, but provides for either a difference in co-pay or
co-insurance. L
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Part 1:

Leading Business With Science
Geert Cauwenbergh of RXi

l

ife roads seldom travel in a straight line.
Many if not most of the explorers in this
industry have started their careers in one
direction before taking another route
entirely. Geert Cauwenbergh now can look
back at his almost four decades in the industry — from
his formative years working with Paul Janssen building
a small company into a global phenomenon, to his later
years as a startup entrepreneur with RXi — and reflect
on how most of it has turned upon a snap decision. It
was the early 1970s, and he was a young college entrant
in his native Belgium.
“When I was done with my high school, I told my mom
that I wanted to register for medicine,” he recalls. “I went
to the University of Leuven, and I asked the people at the
registration desk how many people have registered so far
for the first year of medicine? They said there were about
1,200, and I said, ‘What? I don’t want to be part of such
a big pack. Is there anything in science that is close to
medicine where there are not so many people?’ And they
said, ‘You could major in biology, that’s close to medicine.’
I came back home and my mom asked, ‘So, you registered
for medicine?’ No, biology!”
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Cauwenbergh eventually earned his master’s degree in
an even less-populated field, especially in a near-landlocked country like Belgium — marine microbiology —
thus satisfying both his love of science and preference
for traveling in smaller packs. He found the first opportunity to apply his education in an unexpected, though
not unlikely place: chocolate.
“A Belgian chocolate factory wanted to get started
with microbiology quality control. They realized my
education in marine microbiology had nothing to do
with food microbiology, but they hired me anyway. And
after a year, I had built the first microbiology quality-control lab in the food industry in Belgium.”
Impressive as it was for its time, Cauwenbergh’s QC
lab was just a preamble to his first job in pharmaceuticals. In 1979, after a German company acquired the
chocolate factory and centralized all operations, he
was left with the menial job of taking samples for a
lab in Germany. He eagerly sought other options and
soon joined the proto-global Janssen Pharmaceutica in
Beerse, Belgium, taking an open sales position.

Little Janssen, forever dedicated to discovering
and developing new therapeutic molecules, was
then extending its presence and making itself
known worldwide. Operations were expanding
rapidly, new products were entering the market
at an unheard-of rate, and the company used its
in-house talent as it did everything else — creatively.
When Cauwenbergh’s sales rose above his peers,
the head of marketing recruited him to head promotional efforts for the company’s antifungals, serving
in its Belgium and Luxembourg offices. Marketing for
Janssen then mainly consisted of explaining and presenting evidence that its new drugs made treatment of
some conditions possible for the first time.
Cauwenbergh took to the work instinctively, gleaning the key attributes of a drug and often showing
them visually in the clinical data charts. A trip back
to Beerse, however, led to a fateful encounter. It was
a chance meeting that illustrated how, despite its
acquisition by Johnson & Johnson in 1961, the Janssen
company still operated quite independently under its
founder, “Dr. Paul” Janssen.
“I bumped into Dr. Paul in the elevator, and he said,
‘Hi, Geert, how is miconazole marketing doing?’ We
had never spoken before, but he knew my name and he

knew what I did.” Janssen invited Cauwenbergh
into his office and told him he was working in
the wrong department, given his background and
skills. “I’ve heard you give some talks, and the people in research like you,” said Janssen. “You should
go to research.”
Despite having a great time in marketing,
Cauwenbergh answered his boss’s call and went to
work in Janssen’s R&D arm. He dove into the assignment and, in only nine months, led the development
and won FDA approval of a new, rare-disease indication for the company’s second-generation antifungal,
ketoconazole (Nizoral). Yet just as his R&D role seemed
assured, the lead marketer for Nizoral left the company, and Cauwenbergh was the obvious candidate to fill
the empty position. “The head of marketing called me
and said, ‘You’re the only one who knows the product,
and you know marketing. Come back.’” His mission:
make Nizoral a global product.

Taking It Global

Under Cauwenbergh’s leadership, Nizoral grew to
become a global market leader. It stayed on WHO’s
essential drug list from 1984 to 1997, when Janssen and
LIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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Highlighted in front row:
“Dr. Paul” Janssen (left),
Geert Cauwenbergh (right)

others launched a new generation of better antifungals
to replace it. Drawing from company scientists who
returned to Belgium from the former African colony, Zaire, Janssen had actually created the antifungal
market with miconazole, and other companies were
playing catch-up. Janssen researchers’ original quest
to cure a third-world disease had achieved global success as the fungal-fighting agents took on multiple
human, animal, and even agricultural uses. When the
company turned its attention to the next wave of new
antifungal compounds in its pipeline, Janssen called
Cauwenbergh into his office again.
“Remember I said, you belong in R&D,” Janssen told
him. “That’s okay, but I’m having a ball in international
marketing,” Cauwenbergh replied. Janssen was firm:
“No, no, no, I want you in R&D.” He had decided to make
Cauwenbergh the head of development for the company’s emerging dermatology line — which, of course,
consisted mostly of antifungals at the time — as well as
infectious diseases, a new area for the company.
Janssen’s reason for wanting Cauwenbergh in R&D
was straightforward: “He felt I was very good at communicating complex scientific messages to the general
public, and to nonscientists in the industry. I would say
that skill belongs in marketing, but marketing for him
was only window dressing; he believed a good product
would sell itself on the strength of scientific evidence.
Actually, in 1986, he basically abolished international
marketing for a while.”
To the extent that well-explained science can persuade people — from early stakeholders to gatekeepers down the line — Janssen may have been correct,
Cauwenbergh believes: “When you can visualize what
something does in clinical form, it hits home.” The ability to understand and explain the science of a product
begins in development, he adds. “Keep an open mind.
Look at early observations in clinical trials. You can
learn a lot from them, especially when you have a new
compound in a new class.”
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Credentialing Up

Despite Janssen’s insistence, Cauwenbergh’s move
back to R&D was hardly simple or easy. He knew
heading the development group for an entire therapeutic area could exhaust the goodwill he had earned
previously with researchers who outranked him in
education and experience.
“At that point, I still only had my master’s degree
in microbiology, and I told Dr. Paul I didn’t belong in
research. How would the others feel about me running
a whole medical clinical department? He saw my point,
and we concluded I would need to earn a doctoral
degree. He picked up the phone and called the dean of
the faculty of medicine at the University of Leuven, my
alma mater, and told the dean I would like to do a residency in dermatology.”
Learning Cauwenbergh had no medical degree, the
dean offered to send Cauwenbergh a list of medical
books to read, in preparation for a jury exam to qualify for the residency program. But, as part of the deal
with Janssen, while in the residency he would continue
working for Janssen on the development of Sporanox
(itraconazole), a compound he had just selected from
the company’s stable of antifungal candidates.
It turned out to be a good selection. Not only did
Sporanox eventually see use widely against toenail and
fingernail fungus, it was the first oral agent approved
for fungal infections in immuno-compromised
patients, such as blastomycosis, histoplasmosis, and
aspergillosis — affecting thousands of HIV-infected,
bone-marrow transplant, and cancer patients.
As the development of Sporanox and other products under his responsibility progressed, Cauwenbergh
worked on his doctoral thesis and saw patients once
a week supervised by a physician. Five years later, he
had earned a Ph.D. in medical sciences degree and
would continue leading the dermatology and infectious
diseases groups in R&D until Dr. Janssen’s retirement
from the company in 1994. During the same period,

Cauwenbergh initially took on responsibility for the
company’s first anti-HIV drugs, the non-nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitors, which then had problems with drug resistance and uncertainty over their
half-life in vivo, based on animal studies. With the
latter, Cauwenbergh literally took the problem into his
own hands — testing the drug on himself.
“In those days, I was allowed to inject myself to determine what animal species would be closest to humans
in how it metabolized the drug. When I was in charge of
the department, I made it a point of honor that I would
not test a drug in patients before I used it on myself, and
I kept that promise. I’m not allowed by the current rules
to do it, otherwise I would. In this case, we found I was
very close to a pig, which helped us choose to do the PK
studies in pigs instead of rats and dogs.”
Once the half-life problem had a solution, Janssen’s
non-nucleosides continued on the development path.
Two of them, Edurant (rilpivirine) and Intelence (etravirine), made it to market and are still used in anti-HIV
“cocktail” therapy. Early in the game, however, a new
figure entered the scene to continue the company’s
pioneering achievements in anti-HIV therapy. In 1994,
Janssen’s other “Dr. Paul,” Paul Stoffels, returned to
Beerse from Rwanda and subsequently took charge of
the company’s HIV-drug development.

there. We
do a lot
of work in
cryptococcal
meningitis in
AIDS patients.”
After
about
a year and a half
overseeing trials for
Janssen, Stoffels took on
responsibility directing all of
the company’s activities in Zaire. But
in short order, those duties evaporated as local
violence mounted. What happened next is better narrated in Cauwenbergh’s words:
“Paul didn’t want to leave Africa. He’s in love
with Africa. He took his family to Rwanda, and
they traveled on my budget, flying to Goma, the
Congolese city on the border with Rwanda, on an old
DC8. Then he drove into Rwanda and set up shop
close to the main hospital, the CHU of Kigali [Kigali
University Hospital Center]. For more than a year and
a half, I sent him all the latest publications, and he
managed a lot of our trials from the hospital. I visited
once, and one half of the pharmacy held all clinical trial
products in development, and the rest was full of products from all the other drug companies selling there.”
When genocidal violence between the Tutsi and Hutu
tribes erupted in Rwanda, Stoffels sent his family back
to Belgium but remained in Kigali at first, hoping to
protect some Tutsi people who were taking care of his
house there. Cauwenbergh forced the issue. “Finally, I
was told by Janssen management to call him and tell
him, ‘Paul, you take the next flight out or you have no
job anymore.’ So he took the next flight out, luckily —
that was actually the last flight possible.”

Setting The Next Stage
From left to right:
Dr. Paul Stoffels (then head of infectious diseases, Janssen),
Dr. Piet De Doncker (Cauwenbergh’s right hand in clinical trial management), Geert Cauwenbergh

But that story begins years earlier, in 1989, when
Cauwenbergh was still running dermatology and infectious diseases, and he hired the young, idealistic Stoffels
for work in Zaire. Having begun his education in Africa,
where he helped treat and study AIDS, Stoffels had just
contracted with an NGO (nongovernmental organization) to run a clinic there. “I don’t want to work for
the pharmaceutical industry,” he declared, thus winning Cauwenbergh’s admiration for his candor. “But
the clinic job does not pay well, and I have three kids
and a wife. I’m willing to help you out with supervising and coordinating your AIDS-related clinical trials

At the outcome of this dramatic interlude,
Cauwenbergh’s world was in for another big change.
Stoffels had returned to become the natural candidate to take over leadership of the infectious diseases
development group, most immediately focused on HIV,
based on his extensive study of the disease in Africa.
With dermatology well in hand, Cauwenbergh suddenly felt at loose ends.
“I was sitting there, supervising two really capable
individuals, so I looked for something else to do,”
he says. “I was focusing more on early clinical trials
because I like the observational adjustments you can
do at that stage, switching the drug to different tracks
as a result of clinical observations.”
His first development candidate, ketoconazole, illustrates his point. When testing the drug in high doses
LIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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to treat cryptococcal meningitis, he noticed male
patients reported a loss of libido. He then decided to
measure patients’ hormones, and the results showed
extremely low, down to “castration levels” of testosterone in those patients. Ketoconazole was causing
abnormally low testosterone, which explained the loss
of libido. A light went on.
“How about prostate cancer?” — that was the question he asked in the face of the clinical observation. He
pushed the idea of developing a separate indication
for the drug in prostate cancer, where testosterone-reduction had been an effective strategy. The program
gained management approval, and the ultimately successful development program secured indications for
ketoconazole in prostate cancer. It is still in use as second-line therapy for advanced disease.

For Penny, For Pound

After Paul Janssen had “retired,” only to become
cofounder and head of the new Center for Molecular
Design, and Stoffels headed off as well — to run the HIVdrug spinoff Tibotec — Cauwenbergh found himself
dealing more and more with the corporate bureaucracy, and enjoying it less. “It was becoming too big, with
lots of committee meetings I had to attend, and nobody
would make a decision,” he says. “I would push an idea,
and some political person would make sure that the
decision got killed. I was fed up.”
Time for another fateful encounter. In 1994,
Cauwenbergh crossed paths with Ron Gelbman, then
J&J’s pharmaceutical group chairman, who had always
been friendly. “Ron asked me how things were going,
and I said ‘I’m going to change jobs. I’m going to work
with another company.’ But he said, ‘Come to the United
States. We’re going to consolidate all J&J dermatology
products and companies, prescription and consumer, into one, and we need somebody to lead the R&D
group.’” So, instead of fleeing the corporate environment, Cauwenbergh jumped into the center of the maelstrom. He soon moved from the quiet rural setting of
Beerse to the New York area, where he would go to work
in J&J’s New Jersey headquarters in New Brunswick.
“Consolidation didn’t sound then the way it sounds
these days. Now it means you’re spending too much
money and you need to cut costs. In those days, I didn’t
get it yet, I was a pure research guy. I moved over to the
States, and I had a ball.”
Cauwenbergh did enjoy his time in the job, during
which he and his family became true natives of the
great metropolis around New York City, as well as
“pharma row” in New Jersey. But after giving it the better part of a decade, he had concluded J&J Dermatology
was coming to a creative dead end. In his view, the
company was constraining the prescription side of its
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Geert Cauwenbergh speaking in Venezuela to a group of physicians
about opportunistic infections in AIDS patients.

R&D efforts in dermatology in favor of its true comfort
zone — retail.
“It became clear consolidation was not taking us
anywhere,” he says. “J&J didn’t want to do further drug
development. It is a big skin care company, but really
only in consumer skin care, not the development of
drugs. J&J’s Remicade is used in psoriasis, and it has
some successor compounds available, but only intravenous drugs. The company still has no oral drugs in
dermatology; that’s really not its space anymore.”
Once again, at just the right time, came the fateful
crossing of paths: In 2001, Cauwenbergh encountered
Robert Wilson, then J&J’s vice chairman. When Wilson
asked how it was going, Cauwenbergh was characteristically frank: “Bob, I have the impression that I’m
wasting your money and you are wasting my time,” he
said. “We’re sitting on so much IP in dermatology that
we’re not using, why not create spin-outs?” Wilson
liked the idea. Yet, he advised Cauwenbergh to prepare
for selling the concept to the incoming chairman,
William Weldon. “One point you have to make — no
commercial drugs, no revenue for the spinoff,” said
Wilson. “It has to be an R&D company only; we don’t
want to give revenue away.”
Weldon was evidently convinced, because
Cauwenbergh spent his remaining years at J&J launching dermatology and other R&D spinoffs. Those included DermCo, based on J&J IP as a result of its collaboration with the University of Michigan; Transderm, a
topical-delivery company; and others such as a haircare company and a company based on biodegradable
catheter technology. L

See part two in our May issue for
the rest of Geert Cauwenbergh’s
story, when he leaves Big Pharma
to go out on his own, into the
startup world of biopharma.
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Regulatory agencies today are looking for Phase 3 trials to demonstrate a reduction
in mortality as well as greater patient mobility. Unfortunately, Phase 3 trials also
cost a lot of money to run, making them a challenge for small biotech firms. For a
rare disease, the challenge is even greater, since patient recruitment is more difficult.

J

ean-Louis Dasseux knows just how difficult
it can be to run these trials. Dasseux is president and CEO of Cerenis Therapeutics, which
is headquartered in France and focused on
cures for cardiovascular disease (CVD). “Every year
CVD results in the death of 17.3 million people, or one
in every three deaths,” he explains. Current treatments,
which attempt to lower low-density lipoprotein (LDL,
also known as bad cholesterol), only reduce cardiovascular events by 25 to 35 percent. The drug in development by Cerenis attempts to mimic the role of natural
high-density lipoprotein (HDL, also known as good
cholesterol). Low levels of HDL caused by genetics have
no current treatment and qualify as a rare disease.
“If we were hoping to reduce CVD events, we would
have to perform an outcome trial that looked at the
incidence of heart attack and stroke,” says Dasseux.
“Those trials can last four or five years and would look
for a reduction in the mortality rates in those patients.
They are also very expensive and require 25,000 to
30,000 patients. That might be a good approach for
companies with a lot of money, but not for a small biotech. As such, our strategy in the near term is to tackle
a related rare disease. We are focused on fixing the
absence of HDL caused by genetic defects.”
ONE PATIENT LEADS TO A PHASE 2 STUDY
Cerenis is currently running a Phase 3 clinical trial for
patients suffering from two genetic defects that lead to
very low levels of (or no) HDL. The company has come a
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long way from its start years ago when it embarked on
an open-label Phase 2 study with just seven patients.
The first patient, from a poor community in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, had no HDL and was accumulating cholesterol
everywhere in his body. Cerenis was contacted by the
patient’s physician, who was aware of the company’s
development efforts.

We want to make sure every patient
entering the trial understands if they do
not complete the study, it could put the
whole trial in danger.
JEAN-LOUIS DASSEUX
President & CEO, Cerenis Therapeutics

“We knew it would be difficult for a small organization to run a trial so far away,” says Dasseux. “We
realized the preferred scenario would be for the patient
to come to Europe. We worked with the Amsterdam
Medical Center and were able to fly the patient from
Brazil to Amsterdam for treatment. It was his first
flight and he was scared, but he also had few options.
With the accumulation of lipids he was experiencing,
there were xanthoma, or lipids bumps, all over his
body, and lipids in the vessel wall lead to heart attacks.
He had three bypass surgeries and was getting worse.”

The treatment the patient received was effective, and
Dasseux notes the drug was able to remove cholesterol
from the vessel walls and eliminate it from the body.
Based on those findings, seven patients were recruited
to take part in the Phase 2 study. In that trial Cerenis
demonstrated its ability to reduce the accumulation
of lipids. Consequently, the European Medical Agency
(EMA) granted two orphan drug designations to the
company to fast track the study.
FINDING PATIENTS STILL A CHALLENGE
Patients with low HDL are not identified preemptively.
If a patient happens to have a heart attack or CVD at
a very young age, a blood test looking for low HDL is
performed. This is how patients are identified for trials.
“Developing a drug for any rare disease is a challenge,” notes Dasseux. “Oftentimes you will be able to
locate only one or two patients. You often have to go
where the patients are, and that may mean running a
trial in multiple countries, which creates additional
challenges such as language barriers.”

To overcome the language problem, Cerenis works with
local CROs for help filling out documents to get patients
enrolled in trials. Those CROs also can assist with regulatory submissions. Still, Dasseux notes an even bigger
challenge is making physicians aware that help is available for patients. This necessitates reaching out to physicians and clinics that might have potential candidates to
let them know there is a drug that can treat the disease.
To do so, Cerenis needs to build personal relationships
with physicians. Part of that effort involves attending
and speaking at conferences and getting on the radar of
key opinion leaders to make them aware of study results.
The current Phase 3 study, named Tango, is ongoing
and has 30 patients participating. Dasseux says there
is a story behind each one getting involved with the
trial. At one point he was contacted by a physician
who had a potential subject who was an electrician
and didn’t seem to be the typical low-HDL patient. The
patient was interested in participating in the trial, and
additional tests found his brother was also affected.
“We were always adding one or two patients at a time,
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and it was always a very emotional experience,” notes
Dasseux. “Tango is now a global study with patients in
the U.S., Canada, Europe, and Israel.”
RELY ON LOGISTICS PARTNERS
Administering a protein-based biologic to patients spread
across multiple countries and continents does complicate the logistics of a trial. To remedy the situation, an
in-house team at Cerenis works with CROs to ensure the
supply of medicines to patients is not interrupted.
“Having just 30 patients allows us to handle shipments
on a case-by-case basis,” says Dasseux. “Much of the logistics effort is handled through CROs in the various countries, but in some cases our internal team is also involved.”
Getting patients to the clinic is an additional challenge. For example, the patients in Quebec are in the
region of Chicoutimi, where the population is quite
dispersed, and travel time to the clinic could take 2 to
6 hours. Clearly this is not an ideal situation, especially
during the first two months when weekly IVs are mandated. In fact, some patients ended up not being able
to participate in the trial because of the lengthy travel
time. In some locations nurses traveled to the patient to
administer the drug locally.
“This is an emerging technique, and it’s important
to make sure everything is well validated,” explains
Dasseux. “We need every patient to come to the clinic
at the beginning of the study to have tests performed.
If they cannot do that, they cannot participate in the
study. We are doing our best to accommodate them.
Although we do not pay the patients, we are also doing
our best to make sure the trial is not costing patients
anything out of pocket.”
KEEP EVERYONE IN THE LOOP
It’s very important to properly communicate with
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patients when running a rare-disease trial. In many
cases, they do not know much about clinical trials and
neither does their physician. For that reason, Cerenis has
lengthy discussions with the treating physicians.
“These are general practitioners,” says Dasseux.
“They do not have expertise in rare diseases or clinical
trials, so we need to make them feel comfortable with
the referral process. So, we discuss trials with them
and have our internal experts, as well as independent
industry experts, explain the process.”
Once the physician has a good understanding of the
process, individuals from Cerenis will visit them to
discuss the trial face-to-face. Later the CRO is brought
into the process as well. The main goal of all these interactions is to preemptively identify potential challenges
and discuss solutions. Dasseux stresses there are no
one-size-fits-all activities when it comes to dealing
with rare-disease physicians and patients.
Normally the physician visits will incorporate training such as good clinical practices. A video will explain
how to properly prepare the IV solution. Refrigerators,
water baths, and infusion pumps are required and are
often provided by Cerenis to clinics that do not have
the proper equipment on hand. Generally, the in-person
visits take three days. If anyone is still uncomfortable
with the process, a return visit is scheduled. A hotline
is provided for sites to quickly connect with Cerenis or
the CRO if there are questions.
“With any rare disease trial, we often have to go
above and beyond what is typically required of a Phase
3 trial,” adds Dasseux. “We want to make sure every
patient entering the trial understands if they do not
complete the study, it could put the whole trial in danger. Each patient is a major contributor, and losing even
one patient will have a big impact on the results.” L

Breakthroughs in treatment have given hope to many patients
with rare diseases. Yet, barriers to accessing these life-changing
treatments remain. Specialized commercialization strategies
designed with the patient’s treatment experience in mind
optimize product access while ensuring cost and logistical
efficiencies. Working with a greater purpose takes understanding
that every patient matters. It takes AmerisourceBergen.
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Janssen Turns Clinical Data
Over To Patients
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A common complaint I hear from patient advocacy groups has to do with the lack of
follow-up with patients after the conclusion of a trial. Patients often never hear back
from the company conducting the study or learn of the results. Some companies have
struggled to find a solution, while others have started providing data to patients at
the end of the study. Janssen has taken that notion to the next level: It is attempting to
make patient data available to participants while the trial is underway.

W

hen first considering this change,
Andreas Koester, MD, Ph.D., global
head, R&D operations innovation at
Janssen, notes his team had a lot of
questions. First, they wondered why no one else was doing
it. That got them wondering about the rationale behind
doing it, and if the action would be valuable to patients.
“When you look at clinical trials today, you know
that they are less than ideal. Costs are high, timelines
are too long, and patients often feel their voices are
not heard in the planning process. Of course, there
are a million things sponsors could do to address the
situation,” Koester says.
To improve the process, one of the first things
Janssen did was help create the Investigator Databank
(along with Merck and Lilly) to share data among
pharma companies in a way that met all legal and
regulatory requirements. The databank shares investigator information that companies have on file in
an effort to reduce the administrative burden for
investigators and increase the visibility of qualified
investigators to sponsors.
The next step was determining how to help patients.
Koester explains, “Inspired by what Pfizer did a couple
of years ago with the Blue Button project, we also wanted to give patients access to their data once the trial is
over. But then we decided to take it a step further and
define ways to give patients access to some of their
data during the clinical trial.”
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Even if only some data – like lab
values – can be shared during the
ongoing trial, this will give patients
actionable healthcare information
and make them the partners they
want to be.
ANDREAS KOESTER, MD, PH.D.
Global Head, R&D Operations Innovation, Janssen

PATIENTS ARE DRIVING INNOVATION
One concern is that offering patients a look at their
data at the conclusion of the trial may be too late. Many
patients have multiple health issues for which they see
other providers in addition to the trial investigator.
Trials have to be kept blind, which means not everything can be shared, and this concern has kept many
sponsors from sharing any information with patients.
But Koester notes this approach would not work for
much longer. Healthcare is changing, and patients
expect more information to become active participants
and decision-makers in their own healthcare.
One event, however, convinced Koester that the pendulum was swinging in the direction of patient rights
and greater data transparency. In 2014, the FDA amended the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment
(CLI) of 1988, thereafter giving patients the direct
access they desired. Patients just needed to request
the data. Prior to that, information had to go through
physicians, as it was felt patients could not properly
interpret the data.

“That was a watershed moment symbolizing the
direction of where clinical care was going,” says
Koester. “Patient empowerment was a real thing.
HealthIT.gov, in that same year, proposed the notion
that in the future, patients would be the owners of
their data. Providers could no longer keep it in silos
and inaccessible.”
A few other events also helped usher in this paradigm
change. First, the VA developed the Blue Button standard, enabling all patients in their care to have access
to data when visiting other hospitals, clinics, or caregivers. Then the Society for Participatory Medicine noted
patients would be less of a passenger in their healthcare
and more firmly planted in the driver’s seat. Finally, Eric
Topol released his book, The Patient Will See You Now
(2015), another indication that healthcare trends were
moving toward increased patient empowerment.
IT’S MY DATA, NOT YOURS
At that point, Koester was wondering what all of this
would mean to the clinical trial industry. “It was clear

Ongoing training is critical - without it, you are at risk
for lost time to market, compromised revenues, and
crippling regulatory sanctions. In spite of this, few of us
have the time to develop curriculum and the people to
deliver it.

The Life Science Training Institute (LSTI) is your ﬂexible and aﬀordable solution. Beneﬁts include an
extensive library of virtual courses, customizable client-programs, and skilled instructors who deliver training
that sticks.
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Patient—Centricity

CLINICAL TRIALS

JANSSEN TURNS CLINICAL DATA OVER TO PATIENTS

By E. Miseta

to me that something would have to change,” he says.
“Suddenly, a patient could go to their doctor, know
what is going on, and have an open discussion. But
when participating in a trial, pharma is telling them
that here, everything is different and we can’t tell you
anything. There is no way that model could continue to
work. It would clearly have a huge negative impact on
future trial participation.”
With those insights, Janssen went to a number of
patients who had participated in a trial and asked
if they would be interested in seeing their data and
having access to it during and after the trial. The
response was overwhelmingly positive. Not only did
patients want their data, they noted the information
came from their bodies, they owned it, and they felt
they had a right to it. They also made it clear they did
not want to wait a year after the trial to find out if
they were on the drug or to find out the results of the
trial by reading a medical journal.
But one problem remained: How do you give patients
their data yet still ensure the clinical trial remains
blinded? Would the data sharing risk unblinding the
trial or adding bias to the study outcome? If so, what
could Janssen do about it?
Ultimately, the approach the company decided on was
simple: You will never be able to give patients all of the
data collected, but don’t let that keep you from sharing
any of it. The company would consider, at the outset of
the trial, what data can be shared with patients. Then,
by sharing that information, pharma can better engage
with patients and allow them to feel more like a partner
than a subject.
“We believe this is simply a first step,” notes Koester.
“I envision a future where we start defining which data
can safely be shared when we are in the process of
designing the protocol. Even if only some data — like
lab values – can be shared during the ongoing trial, this
will give patients actionable healthcare information
and make them the partners they want to be.”
WILL REGRET ENSUE?
Pharma has always been, and still remains, a conservative industry. And any company contemplating this
type of change will have concerns about repercussions.
Still, Koester remains positive and seems to have effectively mitigated the risks in cooperation with experts in
legal, privacy, and regulatory departments.
“Right now, I do not see anything that would make me
regret this decision,” he states, rather confidently. “I am
convinced this [sharing of information] is the direction
in which healthcare is moving. Clinical research either
has to evolve in the same direction or risk having studies become even more difficult to perform in the future.
That is a risk we cannot afford to take.”
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Although confident, Koester notes there will be many
challenges; figuring out how to operationalize the
decision will be difficult, considering no one has done
it before.
Even though Janssen now has a logistical framework
hammered out, it took two years to figure out the
specifics of patient privacy, informed consent, and the
mechanics of online data access. It was also a challenge
to get everyone in the company on board, from the
executive management team down to the chief medical
officer. They all had to believe that, in the long run, the
effort would be a good investment for the company.

When you look at clinical
trials today, you know that they
are less than ideal.
ANDREAS KOESTER, MD, PH.D.
Global Head, R&D Operations Innovation, Janssen

Janssen is now in the first pilot program rolling
out patient data access in a large-scale, multinational
Phase 3 trial. Thus far the reaction to the effort has
been varied. Last year when the idea was presented
at The Conference Forum’s Patients as Partners conference, representatives from the FDA applauded it,
patients embraced it, and pharma attendees asked,
“How is that even possible?” and said it couldn’t be
done. But Janssen believes that once every company
incorporates a similar approach, all patients will benefit. Koester predicts patients will continue to talk about
their trial participation and will even measure lab values on their own. No one wants to be kept in the dark.
Pharma can put its head in the sand and pretend these
things are not happening, or engage patients and ask
what can be done for them.
“The dream is to have a system in place where
every patient in a trial can access their data without
unblinding or inserting bias into the trial and directly
access information at the close of the study to determine if they were on the drug or the placebo,” Koester
explains. “The government is mandating a layman’s
summary of the results by the beginning of 2018. We
want to go a step further. We want patients to get that
summary, but also see where in the dose-response
curve they fit and how they improved or deteriorated
while being on the drug or placebo. This is all just a
small first step toward more patient participation and
empowerment.” L
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By C. Mojica Rey

State Funding Fuels
Michigan’s Life Sciences Industry

STATE FUNDING FUELS MICHIGAN’S LIFE SCIENCE INDUSTRY

C A M I L L E M O J I C A R E Y Contributing Writer

Following the Great Recession of 2007-09, leaders in Michigan came up with a plan
for diversifying its industries. The state’s dependence on the automobile industry,
the country’s largest, had threatened to cripple its entire economy until the federal
government intervened. The state — and the companies — might not be so lucky
next time. So, the plan for a more diversified Michigan of the future includes looking
to one of its core industries of the past: the life sciences.

F

ew people know that the first pharmaceutical companies in the U.S. were founded in
Michigan (see sidebar). In the past 100-plus
years, the biopharma industry has become
bicoastal, with most large companies headquartered in
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and California. It has also
become an industry dominated by large multinational
corporations that began buying up Michigan’s larger
companies in the early 2000s.
“We’ve largely recovered from that consolidation
and have been growing at a nice clip,” says Stephen
Rapundalo, Ph.D., a former pharmaceutical researcher
who now heads the Michigan Biosciences Industry
Association, known as MichBio.
The current growth in Michigan’s life sciences industry is largely due to efforts at the state level to fund innovation, provide affordable wet-lab space for fledgling
companies, and offer incentives for established ones
that are looking for a business-friendly place to relocate.
According to a 2016 Bio/TEConomy report, a total
of 44,277 people are employed in the life sciences
industries in Michigan, with an employment multiplier
bringing that number to 248,348. Of those, 8,813 were
employed in biopharma, ranking Michigan 11th in the
country in terms of biopharma employment. The state
is home to 105 life sciences companies, ranking it 13th
in the U.S. with respect to such establishments. About
85 percent of the state’s companies are located in the
southern part of the state. The Michigan Economic
Development Corporation (MEDC), a quasi-govern-
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ment agency that is responsible for economic growth
and attraction across the state, has made it a priority
to make Michigan one of the top 10 states for biotech
in the country.

About half of our funded
companies are making exits
now in one way or another,
either through licensing of
products or startups.
KEVIN WARD, M.D.
Executive Director, Fast Forward Medical Innovation (FFMI)

Published in 2016, MichBio’s Roadmap for Success
will be updated every year to reflect any changes, challenges, or successes the state experiences. The current
plan calls for the state to focus on “agri-biosciences,
medical devices, biopharma, R&D/testing, and biologistics.” The document is essentially a “to-do” list
that helps people like Rapundalo guide discussions
with lawmakers and decision makers. He says MichBio
looked at the list of other comparable-sized states and
saw that top states all had published strategic plans.

MICHIGAN’S PHARMA LEGACY
By the time the first automotive companies were setting up shop in
the early 1900s, Michigan was already home to Parke-Davis (1871)
and Upjohn (1886); both eventually were bought by Pfizer. Another
company, Perrigo, was founded in 1887 and for many years was the
world’s largest manufacturer of OTC drugs in the country. Its CEO is
still based in the town in which it was founded, Allegan — a city of
just under 5,000 residents.
That prominence continued into more recent times. The world’s
largest-selling drug, Lipitor, was invented and developed by the Ann
Arbor facilities owned and operated by Warner Lambert/Parke-Davis. Pfizer, which was co-marketing and distributing Lipitor when it
was launched in 1997, bought Warner Lambert/Parke-Davis in 2000.
Zantac, Motrin, and the anthrax vaccine — to name a few — were
also developed in the state. Consolidation of companies in the
2000s, however, led to economic chaos in the state. The state was
left without a large pharmaceutical company headquartered there.
Upjohn and Parke-Davis were lost. Then, in January 2007, Pfizer
announced it would be closing down R&D facilities in Kalamazoo
and Ann Arbor, costing Michigan 30 percent of its biopharma jobs
at the time. A part of that loss was later turned into a gain when a
former Pfizer research facility in Plymouth Township was purchased
by a public-private partnership and turned into the Michigan Life
Sciences and Innovation Center (see main story).

“We now have our own guide that lets us say, ‘This is
what we need to compete with other regions, domestically and globally.’”
EXPANDING FUNDING
MichBio’s road map calls for technology transfer and
entrepreneurial activities between academic research
centers and the bio-industry to be better integrated. To that end, state leaders decided recently to
build upon the success of a five-year-old program at
the University of Michigan’s Medical School called
Fast Forward Medical Innovation (FFMI). Using
funds from the Michigan Translational Research and
Commercialization (MTRAC) statewide program, FFMI
has awarded funding to 34 projects over four years,
resulting in 10 new startups.
“About half of our funded companies are making exits
now in one way or another, either through licensing of
products or startups,” says Kevin Ward, M.D., FFMI’s executive director. The success of the program lies in mentorship. The program provides specialized education that

includes mentorship and a team of venture capitalists,
medical industry partners, and commercialization experts.
“No matter where a research team is at on the innovation
road map, we have something to offer,” Ward says.
In July 2016, the Michigan Strategic Fund extended
FFMI by creating the Life Sciences Innovation Hub,
focusing on innovation in four areas: devices, diagnostics, therapeutics, and healthcare IT. The statewide hub
is co-managed by the FFMI program and the university’s Office of Tech Transfer. The hub opens up $3.5 million in MTRAC grants to researchers on and off-campus
at any nonprofit, university, or health system that
can apply for either early-stage Mi-Kickstart awards
($25,000 to $30,000) or midstage Mi-TRAC awards
($100,000 to $200,000).
The hub just completed its first round of funding and
is working toward helping investigators reach their
next milestones. “This is a partnership between the
university and the state to get researchers that extra bit
of money, and, most importantly, mentorship to turn
ideas into products. This is something you see being
implemented across the country,” Ward says. “What
makes us unique is that we are integrating mentorship,
business development, education on project funding,
and commercialization.”
PROVIDING CRITICAL WET-LAB SPACE
Fostering the next generation of biopharma companies, as MichBio’s plan calls for, is not easy when
buildings that contain wet-lab space are the most
expensive per square foot in any real estate market.
For those fledgling companies, Michigan offers several innovation centers across the state that include
wet-lab space. One of the most successful innovation
centers with wet-lab space is the 57,000-square-foot
Michigan Life Sciences and Innovation Center (MLSIC)
in Plymouth Township.
“This facility is developing many exciting and innovative products,” says Fredrick Molnar, MLSIC’s executive
director and VP of entrepreneurism for MEDC. “We
have some great ideas and some excellent companies
here. It’s our job to support them and see that they
make it past the idea stage and into the expansion
phase where they can go out on their own and help
diversify the Michigan economy.”
MLSIC is the fortunate result of one of the state’s
pharmaceutical industry’s most dramatic job losses. In
2007, Pfizer closed R&D operations in Ann Arbor and
Kalamazoo, leaving 2,400 people without jobs and cutting the biopharma workforce by 30 percent overnight.
While the University of Michigan bought Pfizer’s main
campus in Ann Arbor, a newly remodeled R&D facility
in nearby Plymouth Township was eventually purchased from the company by a public-private partnership between MEDC and several private foundations.
LIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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STATE FUNDING FUELS MICHIGAN’S LIFE SCIENCE INDUSTRY

MAP OF INDUSTRY
HUBS IN MICHIGAN

“We needed a space for those talented people who
were thinking about leaving the state,” says Roger
Newton, Ph.D., founder of Esperion Therapeutics.
Newton is codiscoverer and product champion of
Lipitor, the best-selling pharmaceutical ever. To help
keep people in the state, Newton joined forces with
Mike Finney, who was then the executive director of
Ann Arbor SPARK, an entrepreneurial support group
started in 2005. Together, they negotiated with Pfizer
for the purchase of the Plymouth Township facility.
One of MLSIC’s first tenants was Newton’s Esperion.
Newton sold Esperion to Pfizer in 2004 and, when Pfizer
shut down R&D in Michigan, Newton bought back the
Esperion name, also bringing with him senior talent
and two patents from the original Esperion portfolio.
Today, “Esperion 2.0” has a drug candidate, bempedoic
acid (ETC-1002), in Phase 3 clinical trials that reduces
LDL, the bad cholesterol, without an increased risk of
muscle pain/weakness associated with statin use.
MLSIC is now home to a diverse group of startup
companies run by new and serial entrepreneurs. These
companies have a wide range of products in development. These include Tissue Regeneration Systems,
which is developing skeletal reconstruction and bone
regeneration technology; Celsee Diagnostics, a com-
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pany making products in the emerging field of liquid
biopsy; and Tespo, which has developed a Keurig-like
countertop machine for dispensing vitamins that does
away with excipients.
ATTRACTION & FUTURE OUTLOOK
In addition to fostering the growth of new companies, MichBio’s road map calls for establishing a business-friendly environment. “We have eliminated over
2,100 industry regulations for businesses over the past
six years,” says Tino Breithaupt, MEDC’s senior vice
president for national and global business development. Breithaupt is responsible for attracting existing
companies to the state.
In order to simplify the tax code, Breithaupt explains,
the state has implemented a flat 6 percent corporate
tax. The state also passed legislation eliminating the
personal property tax for manufacturing and technology businesses. “From a community perspective and
a state perspective, this puts us in a better position to
attract business.” Breithaupt also says MEDC supports
companies once they have relocated. “We meet with
these companies on a regular basis to see how things
are going for them and see if there is anything we can do
to assist in their growth short- and long-term.” L
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Counterfeiting

PHARMA CRIMES

By C. Mojica Rey

The Worldwide War
On Counterfeit Medicines

THE WORLDWIDE WAR ON COUNTERFEIT MEDICINES

C A M I L L E M O J I C A R E Y Contributing Writer

This is the third article in a five-part Life Science Leader series examining the
current state of the counterfeit medicines problem.

I

t’s a sobering trend for the pharmaceutical
industry. The counterfeit medicines market is
growing at twice the rate of the market for
legitimate prescription drugs. That’s according
to the Center for Medicine in the Public Interest, a New
York-based research group partially funded by the pharmaceutical industry. The organization estimates that
the sale of fake pharmaceuticals generated $75 billion
in 2010. The group estimates that the figure for 2016 will
rise to $95 billion.
“It has been a real growth industry,” says Travis
Johnson, the primary lobbyist in Washington, D.C. for
the International AntiCounterfeiting Coalition (IACC).
Johnson oversees all aspects of the IACC’s government
relations and policy development in North America.
The potential for harm due to fake drugs has made
fighting this problem a top priority for the IACC, an
organization founded in 1979 that originally focused
on stopping the sale of counterfeit apparel and luxury
goods. Today, it aims to stop all product counterfeiting,
including fake pharmaceuticals. “A knock-off designer
purse is not going to kill anyone. A fake drug that is
manufactured in unsanitary conditions or contains
contaminates just might,” Johnson says.
Counterfeit drugmakers are not just unscrupulous;
they are creative. They are always looking for new ways
to get their products out on the market. Over the years,
everything from antifreeze to yellow highway paint has
been found in counterfeit drugs. “The whole point is to
make as much money as they possibly can. So, if they
can use cheap ingredients, they will,” Johnson says.
Winning the fight against counterfeit drugs requires
global cooperation, Johnson says. The IACC is made
up of 250 members from a cross section of business
and industry. It also includes law firms, investigative
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and product security firms, government agencies, and
intellectual property associations. Coming together,
these players have allowed the IACC to put a dent in
pharmaceutical crime, especially when it comes to fake
drugs being sold via the internet.
The web did not even exist when the IACC was created.
Today, fighting the sale of counterfeit products online is
one of the organization’s most effective strategies. It has
developed two programs — the RogueBlock Program
and the IACC MarketSafe Program. RogueBlock is used
to track down the sources of illicit products and take
away criminals’ ability to receive payment for their
illicit goods, while MarketSafe is used to take down
fake product listings on Chinese online marketplaces
Taobao and Tmall.
TAKING DOWN PHONY ONLINE PHARMACIES
RogueBlock was the IACC’s first program for tracking
down counterfeiters online. The program has led to the
termination of 5,100 merchant accounts representing
an estimated 200,000 websites selling a wide variety of
goods, from the traditionally counterfeited items, such
as electronics and automotive parts, to the more recent
emergence of entertainment software and movies. The
IACC does not keep track of how many of those merchants were trafficking in fake pharmaceuticals, but
Johnson says the number is substantial.
Thousands of rogue online pharmacies exist, Johnson
says. “These are entirely unlicensed and unregulated
sites,” he says. Many advertise that they sell drugs
approved by foreign regulatory agencies. It is still, however, illegal to import those goods. “The vast majority
of online pharmacies are trafficking in nothing but fake
medicines,” Johnson says.
The statistics back up this claim. A 2013 survey of

10,000 websites by the National Association of Boards
of Pharmacy showed that 97 percent of these sites did
not meet industry standards. The increase in rogue
pharmacies is part of a shift from manufacturers of
fake drugs shipping counterfeit medicines in large
shipping containers to distributors to the manufacturers filling the orders themselves. “It appears the
counterfeiters have cut out the middleman. They don’t
need an operation based on two continents,” Johnson
says. Instead, they rely on express delivery and courier
services to get their products around the globe quickly.
BLOCKING SALES
RogueBlock was created to find those manufacturers.
It is a vast improvement over the traditional system
in which illegal online pharmacies were taken down
one at a time through civil litigation over trademark
infringement. “The processes that were available were
rather slow and not effective in the long term because
it is so easy to register a new domain,” Johnson says.
In addition, there were jurisdictional issues because a
website could be operated overseas and, due to the use
of privacy and proxy services, it was nearly impossible
to find out who was operating the website.

It appears the counterfeiters
have cut out the middleman.
They don’t need an operation
based on two continents.
TRAVIS JOHNSON
Lobbyist For The International
AntiCounterfeiting Coalition

RogueBlock uses computer algorithms to track credit
card payments and pinpoint the sources behind online
pharmacies. “Most people think there is a 1:1 correlation, one person one website,” Johnson explains. In
reality, there is usually a fairly large, sophisticated
organization running hundreds or thousands of websites. “They are saturating the market, so, if a site goes
down or gets blocked, there are many other sites still in
operation,” Johnson says.
Credit card companies’ rules state that merchant
accounts cannot be used to traffic in illegal or stolen
goods. These are global policies, so there are no jurisdictional issues. “The criminals are in violation, and it

is justified for the banks to terminate their credit card
accounts,” Johnson says. Still, criminals might find
someone else to take the responsibility for opening
bank and credit card accounts, but at least RogueBlock
makes it harder for them to do business. “One of our
goals was to contract the online market. We have done
that. We have also increased awareness and educated
our partners in the financial sector,” Johnson says.
IACC MarketSafe is a similar program that targets
storefront listings on Taobao and Tmall, the Chineselanguage version of eBay or Amazon. The IACC worked
with the platforms’ owner, the Alibaba Group, to
streamline its process for submitting and processing
complaints. Nearly 5,000 seller storefronts have been
removed and the sellers permanently banned from the
site using this initiative. According to Pfizer’s chief of
security, John Clark, his company used both programs
as models for creating its own. (See the second article in
this series in our March issue.)
INCREASING LATIN AMERICAN COOPERATION
In addition to fighting online pharmaceutical crimes,
the IACC looks for trends and ways of addressing
them. The organization held a meeting in June 2016 in
Miami attended by 250 representatives from 15 Latin
American countries. Economic growth in the region
is leading to greater consumer powers. Latin America,
therefore, is widely viewed as a growth market for both
authentic and counterfeit products. IACC is focusing
on improving public awareness and training customs
officials to recognize counterfeits.
Raising the awareness of Latin American lawmakers
is also important because the distribution models for
counterfeit medicines have gotten quite sophisticated.
Counterfeiters have taken to shipping products from
the country of origin, usually China, through ports in
Central America on their way to other countries, like
the United States. “If products enter a port in one country destined for another, there is not the same level of
scrutiny,” Johnson explains.
Currently, the U.S. is one of few countries that will
take action against illicit goods in transit to other countries. IACC’s job at the Miami conference was to encourage collaboration and advocate for new laws. Johnson
says he is hopeful that kind of change will come to the
region because most countries, in addition to sending
agents who work in the field, also sent high-ranking
customs officials to the meeting.
According to Johnson, the pharmaceutical industry is
doing all the right things, including moving the world
toward employing universal unique identifiers or bar
codes. He expects more progress to be made against
counterfeit medicines in the coming years. L
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DIVERSITY

By C. Richards

Diversity In The Biopharma Boardroom:
Moving Past Good Intentions

DIVERSITY IN THE BIOPHARMA BOARDROOM: MOVING PAST GOOD INTENTIONS

CHRISTOS RICHARDS

After years of being relegated down the governance agenda, diversity in the
boardroom is now an acute optic and has become a priority for many biopharma
companies. The focus on increasing the number of female and non-Caucasian
directors continues even as biopharma boards are grappling with a tougher
investor environment, unresolved pricing issues, and the uncertainty brought by
the new Trump administration.

T

hough concerns such as these tend to
push social responsibility initiatives to the
back burner, the issue of boardroom diversity is now more than a societal imperative — it is an integral part of a best practices approach
to corporate governance. It has been well established
that diversity provides a hedge against groupthink,
enriches debate, and helps lead to a more rigorous
evaluation of risk.
With the board at the top of the organizational chart,
diversity in the boardroom also has become a highly
visible proxy for a company’s culture, increasing the
company’s desirability as an employer. Smaller or earlier-stage companies once got a pass on this issue, but
that exemption is evaporating given the competition for
boardroom talent that all companies now face. A recent
analysis by Catalyst Advisors and Atlas Ventures’ Bruce
Booth suggested that biopharma firms, from startup to
post-IPO, will need more than 600 new directors in the
next several years — after having depleted the director
candidate pool by adding 250 new directors in the past
two years. The cold reality is that no biopharma company, large or small, can hope to succeed if it excludes,
even inadvertently, any of the market’s executive talent
from the candidate pool.
While it is only one aspect of the overall diversity
landscape, gender diversity provides an easily quantifiable measure of equality of opportunity. Examining the
board composition of the 164 publicly traded companies in the NASDAQ Biotechnology Index shows how
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much work remains to be done: As of the beginning of
this year, only 15 percent of board members are women,
and 26 percent of the companies in the index are still
without a female director. In comparison, among S&P
500 companies, women hold 20 percent of board seats
and 2 percent of those boards remain all-male; among
the traditional Big Pharma companies, 26 percent of
board seats are held by women and every board has at
least one female director.
Organizations like Women in Bio and MassBio help
keep a spotlight on gender diversity. Last year, Women
in Bio announced a program to identify and provide
boardroom training for female board-ready biopharma
executives. While this year’s JP Morgan conference was
taking place, MassBio released a letter signed by more
than 100 biopharma leaders committed to implementing gender-diversity best practices, including asking
current board members to act as active sponsors of
women ready for their first board seat. But these initiatives beg the question of how it is that the industry’s
good intentions on gender diversity have such difficulty being translated into reality.
HOW GOOD INTENTIONS FALL BY THE WAYSIDE
To answer that question, it is necessary to closely
examine how the director search process typically
unfolds. When looking to fill a board vacancy, nominating committees often start out eager to add a woman to
the board’s roster. Once the recruiting process begins
in earnest, however, many committees can fall back

PERCENTAGES OF TOP EXEC POSITIONS FILLED BY WOMEN
BANKING &
INSURANCE

HEALTHCARE
(NON-PHARMA/
CONSUMER
BIOPHARMA) TECHNOLOGY

48 Companies

92 Companies

16 Companies

74 Companies

Percentage
of CEOs who
are women

4.0%

7.4%

0%

6.7%

Percentage of
other CXOs and
business unit
leaders who
are women

15.9%

19.0%

13.6%

11.5%

Table 1

on default behaviors that prevent them from fully
considering the complete talent pool available to them.
Understanding how this happens will make it easier for
nominating committees to fulfill their intentions for a
more diverse boardroom.
In the heat of a search, it is not uncommon for nominating committees to become focused on pursuing a “name”
director, such as the CEO who commands a well-known
multibillion-dollar market-cap company. The common
belief is that such an appointment will bring the board
instant credibility with investors, a powerful professional
network and the insight of knowing what it takes for an
organization to reach the upper tiers of its industry.
The “name” director is, of course, the extreme case
of the more general impulse to recruit a sitting CEO.
But with only nine female CEOs in the NASDAQ
Biotechnology Index, there simply aren’t enough
female biopharma CEOs to go around. Of course, we
need to increase the number of women who move
into the CEO role — but that alone won’t appreciably
improve the percentage of women biopharma directors. In addition, one must remember that regardless
of the number of talented women who do move to
the corner office, boards often restrict the number of
outside board commitments their CEO may accept — a
practice reinforced by recently issued ISS (Institutional
Shareholder Services) guidelines.
SIDESTEPPING SELF-IMPOSED BOUNDARIES
Though the situation seems intractable, nominating

committees can broaden their pool of female director
candidates without compromising their standards
if they are willing to rethink two long-held assumptions. The first is that only current or former CEOs —
whether “names” or not — can make stellar directors.
As Women in Bio and others have pointed out, the fact
is that a great many executive committee members
and business unit leaders have experience and judgment that would benefit the boards of biopharma
companies preparing to scale operations and commercialize products. The business unit head who oversees
a company revenue of half of a $20 billion market cap
can certainly provide useful counsel to the CEO of a
$1 billion company looking to lead that company into
the next bracket. Non-CEO directors also tend to have
less demanding travel schedules than CEOs, as well as
fewer other obligations which might diminish outside
boardroom bandwidth and availability. Indeed, the
board that accepts a highly qualified regional president will be getting a director hungry to prove herself
at the highest echelons of the industry. (It’s important
to note that the due diligence on these candidates
needs to include a thorough examination of potential
conflicts of interest.)
The second assumption is that the technical nature
of the industry largely limits the pool of directors to
biopharma and traditional pharma. Even though board
work is much more demanding and complex than it
once was, it is still ultimately about advice and oversight rather than running the business. More imporLIFESCIENCELEADER.COM
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tantly, purposely cross-pollinating and recruiting director candidates from among seasoned C-level executives
in other industries may bring perspectives and experience that could greatly benefit a biopharma CEO while
also increasing the pool of women under consideration.
This strategy, however, is typically reserved for the
more mature (and often commercial-stage) company,
and is most fruitful if leveraged in specific disciplines
such as finance, legal, and human resources.

Table 2

PERCENTAGE
OF BOARD
SEATS HELD
BY WOMEN
20%

Greater diversity in the
boardroom will ensure that a
company is better equipped to
respond to its evolving challenges
and opportunities.

If we combine these two strategies — looking both
deeper and wider — the pool of highly qualified female
director candidates significantly expands. Table 1 shows
how, across S&P 500 companies in four major industries,
the percentage of women jumps when looking one level
below the CEO. In absolute terms, these women represent an additional 610 potential director candidates.
In a recent engagement, for example, we were able
to offer one biopharma client a gender-diverse slate
of director finalists when we turned to executives
from the reimbursement/managed care sector. In a
current engagement, we are looking to the luxury
goods sector to fill a board seat for a company developing an aesthetic therapy ultimately paid for by
the consumer. Whomever the nominating committee
ends up selecting, that choice will be all the stronger
because it comes from a finalist slate that is diverse in
both gender and experience.
GETTING TO YES
Updating the selection criteria is critical, but that is
only half of what must be done for boards to successfully diversify. Boards must also position themselves
to be attractive to female director candidates who are
aggressively pursued by other boards, which will offer
them competitive options. In addition to all the regular
due diligence on the company’s leadership, finances,
and science, boards should expect that female candidates will closely scrutinize the company’s track record
on diversity in both the boardroom and within man-
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15%

BIOPHARMA

26%
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agement. Companies currently operating without any
female directors will find themselves in a challenging
position on this score and will need to make a compelling argument regarding their commitment to diversity going forward, assuring female director candidates
that the company isn’t simply putting a bandage on a
deeper deficiency. The situation is similar to that of a
board composed of investors and founders looking to
bring on its first non-investor independent director.
The most desirable candidates will want to ensure that
though they may be “the first,” they won’t be “the only”
indefinitely. And with good reason: Only after an underrepresented group reaches a critical mass — thought to
be between 20 and 30 percent — can they begin to fully
integrate into the larger group.
That more and more biopharma boards are making
diversity a priority is another sign of the sector’s ongoing maturation. However, to make that priority a reality,
biopharma nominating committees will have to broaden
their approach to recruiting and be able to demonstrate
their commitment to the diverse director candidates
they hope to elect. Forward-thinking nominating committees will do these things even while the company is
private so that a diversity orientation is hard-wired in
from the start. Regardless of where a biopharma firm is
in its trajectory, greater diversity in the boardroom will
ensure that a company is better equipped to respond to
its evolving challenges and opportunities. L
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W

hen many highly educated people
work together in a culture heavily
focused on logic and science, the relationship realm, with its underbelly of
subtle emotions, is often brushed aside. This can lead
to systemic difficulties that derail productivity and
limit success.
When tempers flare and issues are handled quickly,
that’s excellent. You have resolved a problem. However,
if the same concerns show up over and over, including
disappointments, disapproval, and discounting, you are
staring at a pattern. Situations that constantly repeat
need a different type of understanding to be resolved.
TYPES OF BEHAVIOR PATTERNS THAT CREATE HAVOC
▶ THE PERSECUTOR: embarrasses associates
with finger-pointing and blaming. No resolutions
occur because everyone is afraid to take them on.
This leads to gossip, rumors, and disconnection.
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▶

THE AVOIDER: leaves the scene, either physically or emotionally, when the going gets
rough. Meetings are short-circuited, projects are
delayed, and excuses are superficial.

▶

THE DENIER: pretends everything is perfect, with a desire to maintain the status quo.
Facts and statistics are distorted to keep from
changing course.
APRIL 2017
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▶

THE VICTIM: cannot speak up for himself and
will take all the blame yet is unable to offer
options for making positive change.

▶

THE SPLITTER: talks out of both sides of the
mouth telling individuals what they want to hear
rather than being consistent, thus causing misunderstandings that fuel the fire.

▶

THE DRAMA QUEEN/KING: takes center stage
with over-the-top concerns that lead nowhere and
waste time rather than lead to a helpful solution.

ETIOLOGY OF RELATIONAL PATTERNS AND WAY OUT
In his book, Blink, Malcolm Gladwell reports on studies that indicate our overwhelming predisposition for
“instant knowing.” People make snap decisions about
whether they like each other without realizing it. When
bosses or colleagues don’t match our expectations, we
realize this in a matter of seconds, and just like that the
seeds of conflict are sown.
The “blinks” of remembrance come from early in life,
from our original organization, the family. We have created work to resemble the family structure. There are
bosses, like parents, and colleagues, like siblings. Just as
there is a protocol to take a family history for physical
illness, the same is needed for conflict resolution.
Handling underlying conflict is always a two-step process: Understand what triggers your own behavior and
then help direct reports explore their reaction patterns.
Power is diminished by observing the ingrained,
outdated patterns of reacting that create conflict. Next,
understand this is more than just a reaction to the present situation, and the intensity is diffused. Then it is
possible to transform the pattern to one that is positive;
seeds of honesty and trust are planted.
There is room for discussion and change once you and
your direct reports can see through those automatic,
knee-jerk tendencies to respond. It is only when you stay
in the rut of ingrained, outdated responses that no new
movement is possible nor real dialogue can happen. L
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